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Parents Club to Start
New Drive; Elizabeth Worrell Chosen
President

A light vote in Saturday's Democratic ants PepubliCan primaries was forecast in Caldwell
county by political observers,
with only mild interest being
shown in the contest between
Senator A. B. "HappY" Chandler
and five opponents who have no
organized strength hereabouts,
and a s'ightly more spirited race
between Congressman Noble J.
Gregory, Mayfield, and Holland
Bryan, Paducah, and Kerby Jennings, Murray.
Congressman Gregory's friends
have been active here in his behalf the last two weeks and from
JAMES T. NORRIS
sources usually well advised, the
Leader is informed an organized
ASHLAND,(in—The Kentucky
effort will be made to get out
department of the American Lethe Mayfield solon's vote Saturgion at the closing session of its
day. If this occurs, there is little
20th annual convontion,
doubt Caldwell will give a pluraweek, named James T. Norris,
aldwell County Health lity for the incumbent on his
Ashland publisher, as department
ent advises all parents record of support of the New
commander, succeeding M. G.
at their children have Deal, the President's defense
Sullivan, Frankfort.
fully
access
vaccinated program and his active work for
Miss Margaret Flynn, Louismallpox and given tow- the Gilbertsville Dam.
was elected president of the
ville,
iphtheria before school
It is considered here to be a
Legion Auxiliary. Mrs. Roscoe L.
foregone conclusion that Senator
Murray, of Upton, was the retir, such as bad teeth and Chandler will win an easy vicing president.
d poor vision, should be tory Saturday over the field
Lexington was selected as the
as soon as possible, be- which opposes him, none of
1941 convention city.
y retard a child mental- whom is well known in this secThe legion adopted a resolu11 as physically, the de- tion of the State. He has a large
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questing Gov. Keen Johnson to
hild remains in the same here for any of his opponents.
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r 2 or more years due to
Polls will open Saturday mornthe investigation.
al handicap that could ing at 6 o'clock and close at 4
The convention adopted a reson corrected. If your child p. m. The tabulation should be
lution recommending construcgain in weight, appears under way..by 6 p. m.
tion of an administrative clinical
nd inattentive, be sure
A single Republican race is
building by the Veterans' Adminis not suffering from involved n Saturday's GOP priistration at Outvi(ood.
ect which could be easily mary. That is the contest for
senator, w ith five candidates listcl,scouraging to check ed. There is no competition for
.•.,r after year and find congressman.
e defects present, where
Between the primary Saturday
have made no effort to and the general election in Nochildren treated, it was xember, an opportunity for re• Health officials. They gistering will be offered voters
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Band is Short
$516 Needed for
New Uniforms

With $576 still needed with
which to purchase uniforms for
60 Butler High School Band Club
members before the Tobacco Festival, the Parent's Band Club is
meeting Monday night to devise
plans for obtaining the money.
Pretty Jane Crider, 17, daugh- president of the Festival. The ter, Margaret Childress, Jane
The Band now has $284 in the
treasury; $90 Marva by the Senior ter of Mrs. Z. J. Crider, Fredonia, four runners up, who will srceve Gregory, Lois Ann Collins, Katherine Kevil, Dorothy Burgess,
class of '40 $40 earned in a con- was chosen over 25 other Princeas hostesses to visiting queens
Margaret Johnson, Dorothy Colecert last fall; and 3164, contri- ton and Caldwell county beaubuted by merchants and business ties in a contest on the Capitol from 30 other cities and towns man, Louise Morgan, Dorothy
men of Princeton. Uniforms will Theater stage last Friday night of the Black Patch, are Dorothy Morgan, Pauline Booker, Allison
to be Princeton's representative Sheffer. Jean Blythe, Louise Mor- Hearne, Dorothy Cash, Nell Rose
cost $14.50 each, $870,
The' following donated $4 each: in the approaching Tobacco Fes- gan, Nancy Catlett, reading from Smith, Dorothy O'Hara; Albadean Coursey, Dorothy Thatcher,
Princeton Funniture & Under- tival, to be held August 29
left to right in the picture
2. Miss
September
Jessie Mae Watson, Beverly Martaking Co., Kentucky Utilities through
Others who participated in tin, Loretta Ashley, Bevis HopCompany, Ben Franklin Stores, Crider appears above receiving
Citizen's Ice Company, James G. a bouquet from T. J. Simmons, the contest were: Elizabeth Car- per, Clarice Suns.
Ratliff, B. T. Daum, Williams
Texaco Service Station, Young's
City Lumber Yard, Western Auto
Associate Stores, B. N. Lusby,
MoConnell Electric Company,
Installation of a crossing bell
Elks Club, First National Bank,
at the intersection of the I. C. R.
Princeton Steam Laundry, Dr. B.
L. Keeney, Red Front Stores,
R. and the Eddyville highway, on
Walker's Drugs and Jewelry,
South Jefferson, was completed
Brown's Furn. Store & Funeral
Monday, July 29, signal officials
Home, A. Koltinsky, Princeton
of the railroad announced this
Lumber Co., Goldnarner's, FinNarrowly escaping death, EveFour Caldwell county week. The new safety device is
Kel's Fair Store, Drs. Linton and
Cartwright,
16-year-old
Barnes, Service Ins. Co., Roth- high schools will begin sessions expected to aid materially in lene
rock's European lintel & Cafe, Monday, Aug. 5,: Farmersville, preventing motor accidents at daughter7 of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Caldwell( County Times, Prince.' Cobb, Flat Rock and Friendship, this important crossing.
Cartwright, suffered a severe
ton Hosiery Mill, McElroy's Ten Superintendent E. F. Blackburn
electrical shock and slight burns
(Please turn to page 8)
when struck by lightening shorthas announced. There are 34
ly before noon Wednesday at the
one-room schools in the county
home of her parents on the
now in session.
Farmersville road.
White school will not begin unMiss Cartwright, her twin sistil September 1, because the
their mother
ter,
building is not
were in the yard at the rear of
the only county school that
Temperatures over Caldwell the house when the bolt came.
will not be in session Monday,
county soared to 102 degrees Garments were being gathered
the Superintendent reports. Date
Miss Anne G. Washburn, 19, for the city schools to open has Tuesday just before a light show- from a clothes wire before imer drove the mercury back tem- pending rain.
Louisville society girl and a re- not been announced.
porarily.
•
The lightening tore bark from
Approximately 250 pupils will
cent visitor in the home of Mr.
A half-inch rain pushed it the tree to which the clothes
be
enrolled
in
the
four
schools
and Mrs. Hugh Cherry here, was
down from the 100 degree mark line was attached and, apparentopening Monday which is a slight
drowned in a roadside pond 10
again at noon Wednesday
ly, when the charge reached the
increase over last year's total.
from the Weather Bureau wire it left the tree trunk
miles north of Springfield, Ky.,
The schools will operate 9
followed the metal.
Tuesday night when an automo- months, employing 70 teachers, at the Substation show.
High marks for the week beThe victim was throW11bile in which she was returning Mr. Blackburn said.
ginning Wednesday, July 2,4, ground and rendered unconscifrom the Mercer County Pair,
were: Wednesday, 94; Thursday, ous. Dr. W. L. Cash was called
Harrodsburg, left a curve, struck
95; Friday, 96; Saturday, 98; and the girl quickly regained
Knoxville, Tenn., (FP) —Five a 10-foot retaining wall and
Sunday, 99; Monday 101; Tues- consciousness. Barring complicaday, 102; Wednesday, 100. Lowest tions, uninterrupted recovery is
Kentucky counties are listed threw her and Lieut. Delano
among a group of southern coun- Edgell, 24, Newport, N. H. into
Second Lieut. Tilman
Black- temperature Tuesday was 74 de- expected.
ties receiving payments from the the water. Mrs. Cherry left last burn, 401 College Street Bowling grees.
The heat wave, which has conTennessee Valley Authority to night for Louisville to attend the
Green, has been ordered to extinued unbroken in many secoffset tax revenues lost by the funeral. Miss Washburn was an
tended active duty by the
tions of the country for a week,
acquisition by the government accomplished horsewoman.
Department and assigned to the has accounted for at least 550
agency of privately-owned pro10th
Infantry,
First
Battalion,
deaths-210 from the heat direct- %.) Jeanne Rice, talented daughter
perty.
stationed at Fort Hayes, Colum- ly and 280 drownings, the As- of Mr. and Mrs. R. L Rice,
Checks were mailed this week
bus, Ohio.
Princeton, won a second prize in
sociated Press reports.
to county officials in Kentucky
the State Wildlife Week essay
A graduate of Western Teachof Calloway county for $30; Liv-,
Bowling Green
contest held by the Division of
ingston, $43; Lyon, $`i2-7; MarA mass meeting of members of ers College and
Game and Fish'last year, and her
shall, $153; and Trigg, $5.
the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Business University, he has
essay was published, in full, in
Six southern states and coun- Growers Association has been taught in Caldwell county.
the August number of The Kenties will receive $128,737, the called at the courthouse here for
A. B. Thomson, president of tucky Sportsman, just out. The
comptroller's office reported, re- Saturday, Aug. 10, to select no- Dr. DIshman Attends
the Citizen's Bank, Kuttawa, has essay was titled: "When Wildpresenting one-twelfth of $1,544,- minees for director and advisory School in Louisville
been named a member of State life Speaks Out."
848 which will be distributed to committeeman for this district,
Dr. J. M. Dishman, Caldwell Welfare Board by Gov. Keen
109 counties and six states as embracing Caldwell and Lyon
provided in a recent amendment counties. C. J. Clifton, Kuttawa. county health officer, left Sunday Johnson. The board
is attend- monthly at the various State
is director, and W. W. Childress, for Louisville, where he
to the TVA Act.
health officer's
prisons and hospitals.
The states affected were Ten- Princeton, is advisory commit- ing the annual
Commonwealth Attorney Alvin
school this week.
Investigates conditions and menessee. Georgia, Kentucky, Ala- teeman.
thods of operation, and passes Lisanby returned to his home
bama, North Carolina and Misapplications for parole. Mr. Saturday, July 27, from the Jensissippi.
Thomson is prominent in West- nie Stuart hospital in HopkinsThe state of Kentucky will get
ern Kentucky Democratic circles ville, where he had been for a
$2,700.
and was Lyon county campaign week. The attorney was thrown
chairman for Governor Johnson from his horse, receiving a brokCarlisle Orange Post No. 116,
en collar bone.
in last summer's primary.
American Legion, will hold its
Sunday was unusual
regular monthly meeting at the
for Dr. W. P. Morse. He says,
City Hall, Thursday night, Aug.
almost fatally so.
Birmingham, Ky.) "Liquida- 1, L. E. Morgan, commander, anAt 2 that afternoon he attion" has been decreed for the nounced today. Members are
tended the funeral of his
Bank of Birmingham because it urged to present to receive the
were riding on the fenders in an
brother-in-law, Bob Brown,
has been decreed for the tovin report of the Post's delegation to
Jerry Ellis Parks, 18-months- effort to cool off from the hot
Farmersville.
At
2:30,
he
was
to
convention,
and
State
the
,
to9.
Birmingham
of
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund weather.
called to deliver a baby at
The bank, Cashier M. R. Cox transact business.
was fatally injured and
Mrs.
Parks,
of
Mr.
and
the
home
within
90
liquidated
said, will
As the Lamb car went up a
his parents slightly injured SunPaul Rowland, Princeton.
Trip
keep pace
days after July 31
small hill on the • narrbw road,
o'clock
in
about
5
Morse's
afternoon
Dr.
day
Rowland
is
Mrs.
with community prospects.
an automobile accident south- another tar driven by' Chester
niece and a daughter of Bob
Mr. and Mks. Roy Rowland and
The town will be "liquidated'
east of Symsonia, Graves county. Powell suddenly came ever the
Brown. At 3 o'clock, the docwhen the Tennessee Valley Au- children, Adelaide, Frances, HarThe child's father was riding
tor attended the funeral of
thority completes its nearby Ken- old and Roy Jr., left Thursday
on the left front aide,
on the left front fender of an
his aunt, Mrs. Martha Blacktticky dam some months hence, on a motor trip 'to California.
automobile driven by Earl Lamb, throwing the baby and its parbarn, Rufus, and at 11:30
flooding the town site with water They will go the northern route
and was holding the infant in ents from the car. The baby sufand return the southern route, that night, he became ill
his arms at the time Of the ac- fered a fractured skull and died
and had to treat himself. "If
Miss Mary Helen White, Buffa- and 'visit Yellowstone National
good doctor,
cident. The baby's mother was onrolute to hospital, while its
I
hadn't
Catalina
City,
Lake
Salt
Park,
a
few
spending
is
days
N.
1.,
lo.
the legs
riding on the right fender. Ac- parents were
I would have
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Islands, San Francisco, Los An- I
the three and arms.
to
witnesses
cording
Princeton.
geles,
Shell White,
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County High Schools Placed
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Evelene Cartwright,
16, Farmersvdle, has
Narrow Escape

Recent Visitor
Victim of Unusual
Highway Accident is

Showers Bring
Brief Relief As
completed. This Mercury Hits 102

5 Kentucky Counties
Get TVA Tax Funds

cords

Lyon Receives $27,
Triltir $5 to Offset!
Lost Revenues

Jane Lester's
Ii Unproved
a ..Tan,
.;
13-year-old
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
ho underwent an operathe Princeton hospital
, is much improved and
n walking about the
is week.
Mrs. J.
re guests of Mr. and
Morse, West Market
0.

W. Carpenter,

The Council met at the City
Hall Monday night, July 29, and
allowed all claims presented,
which amounted to $867.27.
Hillery Barnett, Tobacco Festival Committeeman, was granted permission by the council to
rope off one block of South Harrison street from Main to Washington for a street dance during
the Tobacco Festival.
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Local Girl's Essay
In Sportsmen's Book

War

Tobacco Association
Election Called

Kuttawa Banker is
Honored by Governor

stitutions,

Legion Meeting is
Scheduled Tonight

Birmingham Bank
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meets Alvin Lisanby Home
In- From Hospital

Anyhow, He Had
One Satisfied
Patient!
1 Last

Babe in Arms; Crash Kills Infant

be

to
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rilb and struck the Lamb machine

enshoro's Ohio river bridge was dedicated to the memory of
Coo;
an Clover H. Cary during the formal..opening pro.
'
,der, and • memorial tablet at the Owensboro •pprosch was
I67 William R. Cary, Jr., two-year-old grandson of the late
man, left, end M. M. Logan, Ill, four-year-old son of Ralph
f Russellville.
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LEADER
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AFTERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
- - - -Princeton.
lIntered as second class matter at
Ky., under the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1879
ME413ER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
entitled to
The Associated Press is exclusively
news disthe use for republication of all the
credited
otherwise
not
or
it,
to
credited
patches
news published
to this paper and also the local
therein.
ADVERTISING RAMS
Card of Thanks $1.00
charge 50c
Reading Notices 2c a word, minimum
2c a word
Respect,
of
Resolutions
and
Obituaries
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
rates furnished on request
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
year. Out"esident of Caldwell County, ;1.00 a
side of County, $1.50 a year.
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FIGHT IS ON FOR FARM VOTE

citizens to do their duty Saturday, no matter
how unpleasantly hot the weather, 80 that
the best Interests of the State and of the
First district shall be protected ... Certainly
this is no time to send "green hands" to
Washington, for experience, at the nation's
Capitol, as elsewhere, is the greatest teacher
and the incumbents' knowledge of how to do
is
their jobs in the Senate and in the House
role
decisive
a
play
should
which
the factor
now, as never before.
There are better orators in Congress
a
than Noble Gregory but we doubt there is
the
in
diligent
more
House
the
of
member
performance of his duties, more truly representative of his people, more assiduous in
the discharge of his every public and private
obligation than is the gentleman from Mayfield. His ability measures up to the best
standards, his sincerity is always apparent,
his personable and gracious manner the type
for which Kentucky's true gentlemen have
been known and admired for 150 years.
Only neglect of the voting duty can endanger the candidacies of the two outstandingly able men here discussed; and this is no
time to permit personal discomfort, or any
other small consideration, to interfere with
the citizen's first duty ... which is voting on
election day.
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the Farm
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Member National Editorial Association
Member West Kentucky Press Association

Installation of new dial telephone system at Eddyville and Kuttawa last week, with
vastly improved service, gave rise to considerable comment here, where the antiquatin
ed system discarded nearly everywhere is
use. A good many folks are asking: "Why is
Princeton lagging behind".
•
SATURDAY'S
IMPORTANT EVENT
In two days time a very important event
will take place in Kentucky. A primary
election will be held to designate nominees
for the United States Senate and the House
of Representatives.
Not in the lifetime of this writer has
the eve of so important an election arrived
with so little said and done about it .. . and
therein lies a grave danger. For, also in our
lifetime, the people of this nation and Kentucky never have faced so serious a situation
as that which confronts them today.
Upon numerous occasions, gentle reader,
you doubtless have been annoyed because
your lawyer, your doctor, your preacher was
not at his place of business when you needed
him there most. And it is a thoroughly proven
fact that business and professional men succeed, usually, in direct ratio to the attention
they give to their affairs.
Let this then be the yardstick by which
you measure those who, in Saturday's primary, seek your support for the high offices
of United States Senator and Representative.
For truly, never in all history has it been so
important that these public servants be men
of experience, of proven devotion to duty.
Both Senator A. B. Chandler and Congressman Noble J. Gregory are in Washington, at their important tasks of representing
the people of Kentucky and of the First district, and upholding the President in working
out a program of national defense which will
safeguard the nation, and so us, in an hour
of grave peril.
Senator Chandler has done his only campaigning . .. a brief radio address over WHAS last Wednesday night, and Congressman
Gregory has sent a message concerning his
candidacy to his people, through the newspapers of the district which he represents.
Neither has done any stump speaking because his presence was required in Washington, where each had sworn a solemn oath to
make the welfare of the nation his paramount
concern during his term of public office.
Senator Chandler has no real opposition,
will be returned to fill out the unexpired portion of the late Senator M. M. Logan's term,
beyond question, by a tremendous majority
over the five opponents who face him in the
primary and, probably, by an even greater
margin over the Republican nominee, in November.
Congressman Gregory should have almost as little trouble, altho his two opponents
have conducted active speaking campaigns,
both indulging in the well known but little respected practice of abusing the man each
knows is the favorite of the people for the
office.

And hence, it seems necessary, at this
hour, to sound here a

plea for good

We desire to acknowledge, with sincere
thanks, complimentary editorial comment upon the new Leader made recently by our good
friends and neighbors The Cadiz Record, the
Benton Tribune-Democrat and the Paducah
Sun-Democrat. Personal letters from a number of other Kentucky editors and publishers
also have stimulated our efforts and brought
material solace in our trials of the moment.
John Crawford, editor of the Corbin Daily
Tribune, expressed condolences . . . and, at
present, these are more in order. Thank you
all, brethren!
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DISTRICTS GAINED
BY REPUBLICANS
IN 1938

05n tenant a c
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ite stock and e
not

4a
seor ed gains in 1938. It is noteworthy that most of
Map shows territory in which Republicans
in the farm belt or closely adjoining it. So,
were
gains
the
made
the districts where they
President.
Democrats nominate Farmer Wallace for Vice
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EDUCATION
ON WHEELS
Altho present tendency among tolerant
persons is to "view with alarm" conditions
throughout the so-called civilized world, it is
refreshingly manifest there are many fine
projects, supported by earnest and devoted
.
individuals and groups, in the universe . •
know
we
which
it
of
corner
that
in
especially
as the USA.
Convincing evidence of this was given
those in attendance at last week's meeting
of the Kiwanis Club, when Jimmie Dugan,
whose infinite good works would fill many
large volumes if ,recorded, brought his message of the need of rural children for more
and better reading matter home to an interested group of good citizens who will do
something about the matter.
Education on wheels was stressed as
one of today's great needs, if requirements
of our young folk are to be properly met.
Which means that reading matter and educational material of all vital kinds must De
taken to those unable to go to the centers of
learning for it.
Today we have some of this sort of
thing already going on in Kentucky. The
State sends a motion picture equipped vehicle about to instruct old and young in the
vital necessity of preserving Kentucky's
great heritage of trees. There is insufficient
money for a proper job to be done along this
line, as yet; but much progress has been
made in recent years.
In the Mountains of Kentucky, there is
the Pack Horse Library, conducted by noble
women who ride horseback over counties
which have, in many sections, no roads which
would permit of other travel. Through this
agency, hundreds of splendid Kentuckians are
learning what goes on in the outside world,
which is all the earth excepting the hillsides
which immediately surround their cabin
homes.
In this same section, and elsewhere in
Kentucky where the people are under-privileged because they are living in virtual isolation, the University of Kentucky has established Listening Centers, with radio receiving sets installed in homes stragetically
located to serve small communities; and this
method of educating individuals whose minds
are as good as any, tho untutored through
no fault cif their possessors, is giving knowledge, entertainment and joy to thousands.
Education on wheels will grow, as will
education by the air waves, the motion picture, and other modern methods now developing.
But the need of rural boys and girls of
our own section of the State cries aloud to us,
through Jimmie Dugan, staunch friend of
every youngster as he is of every adult, especially those in need. And The people of this
good community will back this man who
"Jives by the side of the road", as they have
often done before, in providing a good traveling library for his effort toward education
on wheels.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPS
'You're gettin' too progressive to
suit me", Mr. Shelley Eldred tlod his

By G. M. P.

pay properly to compensate for work

everything, I'm going to have to look
pleasant when I don't feel like it and
shave every day", the objecctor com-

to why newsfolls behave
boys at a circus, I guess.

morning last week. "Now that you've
got that big camera in there and are
gonna

photograph

everybody

and

plained.
•
Runt Osborne, mentioned in this
column ragently in connection with a
visit he made to Shell R. Smith when
the latter was staying at home on
doctor's orders, is all riled up because,
he says, they are trying to get him
to teach a Sunday School class over
at Hopkinsville, on account it was reported here he told Mr. Smith some
good Bible (?) stories.

like

small

Jackie, who is my most ardent admirer, says he doesn't care whether
the Leader makes any money. It brings
me home to lunch now, whereas
never got there at noon from Eddy-

Pennyriler went to Owensboro Monday, to attend banquet and celebration
dedicating new Ohio River bridge . . .
MY father worked to get this span almost 50 years ago, and 1 hit some licks

tropical. Vultures everywhere." Strange
what interests these fair members of
the so-called weaker sex!

At Owensboro Monday night, was
souse guest of Lawrence Hager, pub:isher of the Owensboro MessengerInquirer ... Others at the Hager home

•
Pennyriler made first phone cal!
over new dial instrument in office at
Eddyville last Thursday night . . .
worked much better than our turnthe-crank-and-hope system does here.
Faster service, almost instantaneous
connections . . . and as many of 'em
as you want!
•
To Those Whom it May Concern:
This country editor will never buy
chickens from anybody who wakes him
up early in the morning pounding on
the front door.

spects, in all Kentucky.
•

Monday night were Fred M. Vinson,
Federal Judge, District of Columbia,
formerly Congressman from the Eighth
Kentucky district, and James T. Norris, editor of the Ashland Independent,
elected State Commander of the American Legion last week.
•
Leader ran 3-column picture layout
of Roosevelt, in 1932, in 1936 and now,
on editorial page last Thursday, Courier-Journal ran same layout Friday.
Leader ran 3-column feature, pictures
and story. about Next Vice President
is a Farmer, last Thursday; Paducah
Con -Democrat ran it Saturday. This is
Associated Press service, the best there
•
Fellers who drive with one hand are
usually headed for the church aisle
Some will walk down it, others wi'l be

•
Has your education Progressed to
the rubber-gun stage? Larry proudly
showed me a whole package of brandnew clothes pins Honey had bought
for him and was disgusted with me
because I didn't know this washday

carried.

necessity is also indispensible to wielders of the latest weapon of boyhood.
•
A bunch of the boys in our neighborhood (and have we got boys') went
fishing one day recently in the pond

Somebody or something Ls always
taking the Joy out of life Whistler's
mother. subject of a world famed canvas, was a straight-laced, highly religious lady who wasn't very tolerant
of other people's beliefs. went about
handing out tracts and disapproved
of most things which are enjoyable,
the record shows.

on Dec Linton's farm. Only fish caught
was taken by Betty Joe, who otherwise
more than holds her own with all
corners, of both sexes, out our way.
•
Like a small boy carrying water to
the circus elephant all day for a
"pass", are those who to4I for newspapers; and seldom indeed, item publisher to "printer's devil" or
"dump
boy", does any Fourth Estater draw

•

called

The

Federal

•

•
The painter's father, on the other
Major George
Washington
Whistler, was quite a lad in his own
right, tho minus all the advertising
He built a railroad from St, Petersburg' to Moscow, Russia's fir." long
hand,

railway.
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Farmers Offered
Insurance On
'41 Wheat Crop

Dade Park Racing
Season Opens Aug.3

Applications May Be
Made Through AAA
Offices; Premium
Rates Being Revised
"All-risk" wheat crop insurance will be offered to Kentucky :;iheat growers on the 1941
crop by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, it is announced by the State office of
the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration.
Applications for insurance under the 1941 program are to he
completed and premiums paid
before the crop is seeded or by
August 31, whichever is earlier.
In all other provisions the 1941
program is virtually the same as
the program in 1940 when 979
Ifetttucky farmers insured 15,1463 'acres of wheat for a total
production of 159,895 bushels.
The insurance program was in
effect in some states of the
wheat belt in 1939 but only began operation in Kentucky in
1940.
Insurance applications are to
be made through county AAA
offices and local administrators
of the program are the county
A.A.A. committees.
These committees now are revising yields and premium rates
to bring the .base period of the
insurance up to date by including actual yields or losses of
eadi farm in 1939. This annual
check-up on yields and rates
keeps them in line with production trends, and each wheat
grower in the State will be notified of his insurable yield and
the premium rate which applies
to his 1941 crop.
The farmer can apply for insurance on his crop and pay the
premium in one vfsit to the
county AAA office.
'Premium
payments may be made with
cash, with warehouse receipts
for wheat in storage, or by execution of an advan:ce against
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interested in relative values of merchandise offered to the American public.
This group has no connection whatsoever with any manufacturer, jobber or
dealer. Their findings appear monthly in their magazine "Consumers' Digest".
During the month of June exhaustive tests were run on electric refrigerators.

a fair test proves
General Electric costs less!

••
•
•
-•

in The Good Old

We give you a reprint of the results of these tests:

3 tall cans
•SWANS DOWN CAKE

FLOUR
•
•JELLO ICE CREAM
•POWDER

pkg.

20c
23c

pkg. 8%c

•

HERSHEY BREAKFAST

1-1b. box He
•SYLVIA Georgia Water Packed -11

•COCOA

Peaches lg. No.21
/
2can "C
•
•FINE QUALITY POLLY

•Eades APPLES

6 lb.

25c

• IDEAL CRACKER
•THE
box 10c
a BISC-O-BITS
•Quaker Puffed WHEAT lc Sale
•
,
2 pkgs. 18c, 1 pkg. lc
total
1
•
,
7C
3

pkgs.

WINDMILL
!

TABLE OF OPERATING COSTS

•BOLOGNA Whole or Half Piece
(SLICED lb. 124c)
•

•STEAK

•
•
•

53c

POTTED

lb

18c

Room Temperature
in
Degrees Fahrenheit
70D.
80D.
90D.
General Electric LB6-B
$0.50
$0.85
$1.25
Norge MR-6
0.60
0.90
1.20
Westinghousa 5-6-39
0.60
0.90
1.20
Hotpoint 320EA63
1.00
0.65
1.35
Frigidaire SVS6
0.80
1.10
1.40
Philco LX-6
0.75
1.15
1.5.5
Montgomery Ward 169-.744
0.80
1.20
1.65
Kelvinator 556
0.90
1.20
1.50
Coldspot 22-3392
0.90
1.35
1.85
Crosley MA9-608
1.10
1.60
2.15
Approximate operating costs at other rates may be computed
by simple proportion. For example, if you pay on the average 6
cents per kilowatt-hour for electricity, the operating cost per
month of the General Electric becomes at 80
Degrees F: 615 x
$0.85
$1.02.

MEAT lg. No./
1
2 can

•
5e:

MT. SUMMIT,

Early June Peas 3 cans
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SINGLE UNIT
FASHION-ED

HOSIERY

at

Fr

SOLD AT

OLLOWEIJ:S
On The Corner

za
A

ANGLO CORNED

BEEF

12 oz can

SNOW CREAM

lb.

CAKES

2-113. jar

FRESH FRUITS

15c•
•
•

•
19e•

•

•
•
doz.171/2C•

NICE SIZE CALIFORNIA

ORANGES
BANANAS
GRAPEFRUIT

As an American purchaser you realize that in
any product the first cost is not
the last, that maintenance and operating costs
are as much a part of the cost
of a product as the original purchase price. In
the face of these fair and unbiased tests, can you ignore Geenral Electric
value? With the initial cost ni
greater than that of competitive refrigerators
GENERAL ELECTRIC offers
you the most efficient and most economical
electric refrigerator on today's
market.

“We believe you cannot buy a refrigerator
that will cost you less to own than a G.E."-THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

lb.

Branded Beef

IP CHUCK

.
W CLUB BEEF

•
•

YELLOW RIPE

lb. 10C

A comparison of experimentally determined monthly operating, costs of 1940 6-cubic-fo,-..t refrigerators tested by Consumers'
Research. The electric rate is assumed to be 5 cents per kilowatthour.

•
P & G JUMBO SIZE
10C
SOAP
3 cakes
, Packed in Mustard or
-•
TOMATO SAUCE
Sardines lg. oval can 10C
•
SHAVER'S GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
2 No.2 cans 15c•

BUTTER

,,,,
11/ TASTY TENDER MEATS
,•PORK
171/
2c
O CHOPS small&lean lb.

!II ROAST

24-lb. bag

SPLENDID Quality PEANUT

2 COOKIES

•SAUSAGE
.
1111/ cot From Corn-Fed

FLOUR

•

re ,a arth:
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• btly wall
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.11ere worth
hour.
ll
your proof
h your friend.
re. the roof.

Sewing

Many items of food and drink tastes much better in the good old summer-time.
Red Frcnt Stores are chucked full of just such items. More for your Money all the time.
FAIRY BAKE guaranteed

om
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ay, August 1,19

each

RED MALAGA

GRAPES

•
•
•

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Money all the time.

.!Red Front Stores

•
•
0011100•0000000000000000011100111006•••

Princeton Lumber Company
Phone 260

General Electric Products
Phone 201
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

TCHES
1NEGAR
UGAR
LARD
FLOUR 24-lb bag gu
FLOUR
24-lb
LIFEBUOY SOAP
HEINZ strained BA
OCTAGON laundry
BLOCK SALT
OXYDOL lg. size 21c
P&G SOAP _
FRUIT JARS
MILK armour Star 3
Be Sure and See Our
Fee

Econ
Groc
'919319119111gizississaTKply-F4s,
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MARGUERITE TAYLOR
PHONE 50
•
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•
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.••••••M•M.
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Man's Choice"; Young People's
meeting, 8:30 P M. The Intermediates are conducting a musical program Sunday night. Midweek services will be Wednesday
night at 7:90. Alton Templeton
and the Boy Scouts will have
charge of the program.

In England
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your fonv,q.c,i
Joseph Joel Keith.

Little David Campbell, Marion
who has been very ill the Pas
week, is improving.
Virginia Mae Humphreys has
returned to her home in Mexico.
Mr. John Thompson, Fredonia,
has been very ill
Mrs. J. H. Jaggers and new son,
Joe Kelly, returned home today
(Thursday).
Carl Cook Campbe. , Mexico,
was badly Injured in mine accident.

Christian Scientist

dence, Ky. The church is located
on
eleven miles from PripcetOn
the new highway 91. Conveniently
located for the southeastern secto attion of the county residents
extend. The pastor and church
all.
to
e
welcom
tend a cordial

•
•

Lewistown Revival Continues
"Love" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
Services each night this week
read in Churches of Christ, at 7:45, with Rev. Russel A.
Springs, in
Scientist, throughout the world, Deitch, Dawson
Sunday, August 4.
charge. This week's services are
The Golden Text is: "0 God, being held outside the building
thou are my God ... Because thy and a public address system is
loving kindness is better than used.
life, my lips shall praise thee."
(Psalms 63:1, 3).
Crossroads Revival Date
The Crossroads C hristi a n
First Christian Church
Revival date has been set
Church
Grady Spiegel, Pastor
to begin Monday night, Aug. 26,
and will continue two weeks.
Sundnay—Bible School, 9:45;
Rev. Grady Spiegel will have
"A
t
Subjec
p,
Worshi
g
Mornin
charge of the services.

Personals

ANN

Churches. Clubs
Society . Amusements

SOCIETY EDITOR

_
_
Capitol 1
•Movie Guide•
NOW SHOWING—

"EARTHBOUND", an unusual
romantic drama starring Warner Baxter and Andrea Leeds.
Comedy, "Alex in Wonderland" and News.
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Deaths and
Funerals

Cabin Cruisers Take Vacationists
For Ideal Stay at Mammoth Cave

GLorwies"

SUNDAY & MONDAY

It LOVE AFFAIR...UNTAMED!
A girl of the wilderness...a man stripped
of civilization's veneer
by the North...fighting
for the right to LOVE!

SATURDAY

entueky Derby

HOSIERY

HOLLOWEIL'S

TONIGHT & FRIDAY

6 boxes 13c
gallon 10c
t bag 48c
kraf
-lb
1.0
- pure 50-lb can $3.10
52c
FLOUR 24-lb bag guaranteed plain 56c
ng
-risi
24-lb bag self
FLOUR
cake 6c
P
SOA
BUOY
LIFE
2c
1
7/
can
s
HEINZ strained BABY food
15c
bars
lg.
OCTAGON laundry soap 4
39c
BLOCK SALT
/3c
81
l
smal
OXYDOL lg. size 21c
4 lg. bars 15c
P&G SOAP
quarts doz. 59c
FRUIT JARS
MILK armour Star 3layer or 6 small 20c
Be Sure and See Our Prices On-All-Kinds
Feeds

Economy
Grocery

Uproarious Laughs!
Enthralling Drama!
Gloriou P • mance!

SEE!
The trautiful northern
lights in gorgeous natur-

al colon

in
in Gorgeous Technicolor! I.
with
WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JANE DAR WELL
J. Farrell MacDONALD
Paramount Picture

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Unit No 2 -

THE DYNAMITE-LOADED INSIDE
STORY OF AMERICA'S GREATEST
10 & 1Sc SPORTING EVENT! ...

Unit No. 3—
Chapter One
Thrilling New Serial

"Oregon Trail"
featuring
Johnny Mack Brown
Unit No. 4-COLOR CARTOON

RICHARD

JEAN

DENNING • CAGNEN
Ii4ramount Picture
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sandlick road at a rock 30, page 625, in Caldwell County livan's line a short distance to on North side of public raod, to an elm, thence N. 89 1-2 E. butcher, just completed his jun43 7 3-4 poles to a stone, N. 38 1-2 ior year in the Un1vetp1tly of
running up Piney Creek Court Clerk's Office.
the beginning, containing 40 thence with said road N. 42 E.
Creepoles to a atone, corner to the E. 18 1-2 poles to a hickory, North Dakota school of geoloTHIRD: A certain lot, piece or acres, more or less.
stone corner in W. D.
the old
SECOND TRACT: Beginning at land of J. H. Throckmorton, thence N. 26 E. 12 poles to a post gy and plans . to return this
line, thence with
parcel of land lying and being
foot of hill; in Caldwell County, Kentucky, in a stone. S. W. Corner of Wilson thence with his land, a straight oak, thence N. 8 1-4 E. 29 poles
the
at
stake
to a
fall for his degree.
k
North to the Sandlic the Village of Farmersville, hav- Cantrell's land in W. G. C. course ____ poles to the begin- 9 feet to a sassafras, thence N.
McDonald started his college
30 73 W. 16 poles to a stone, thence
contain
to
white
d
and
S.
suppose
ning,
oak
thence
line,
black
g
criginal
a
dwellin
Morse's
ing located thereon
to a
career at the University of Chicorner: thence West with house and Blacksmith Shop, and 69 1-4 E. 44 1-2 poles to a stone, acres, more or less. Being the N. 13 E. 66 1-2 poles to a black
ng corn- sounded and described as follows: Cantrell's and Morse's corner, same land conveyed to Dr. W. P. oak, thence S. 72 1-2 W. 72 1-2 cago many years ago. He isn't
road to the beginni
Marion Vanhooser and poles to a stone, thence S. 83 1-2 sure geology will be any more
more or
acres
ntaining 100
Beginning at a dtwuble white oak thence N. 77 1-2 E. 8 3-4 Poles to Morse by
y
dated April, 27th, W. 39 1-2 poles to a stone in than a hobby after he graduates
's
propert
deed
by
wife,
Cantrell
same
This is the
near the house of Harve Brown's a small sweet gum in
W.
d in Deed Book Pettit's line, thence with same —he still may find another proJ.
to
recorde
and
by
poles
1021,
Inglis
ed to G. W.
corner, running thence with line thence S. 4 3-4 W. 5
l County 15 1-2 poles to a hickory in said fession he likes better.
Caldwel
deed
213,
page
to
61,
No.
ors and others by
Brown's line N. E. or near so, to a cedar, S. 16 W. 23 1-4 poles
line, corner to lands of Morse,
Sept, 15th. 1904 and re- a stake or stone 10 or 12 feet of a black oak, S. 32 1-2 W. 20 feet Court Clerk's Office.
NTH: Several certain thence S. 76 E. 78 poles, 10 feet Fairly Settled
46
24 at
ELEVE
W.
No.
1-8
60
book
thence
deed
elm,
thence
red
road,
on
to
in
corner
ed
Brown's
lying and being in to a stone, thence S. 26 W. 20
576. in the County Court N. W. with road to a fence post poles, 15 feet to a stone, A. B. tracts of land
VISTA, Mo.(IP)— Mr. and Mrs.
Kentucky, near poles, S. 36 1-2 W. 34 poles to
County,
l
County.
with
Caldwel
l
thence
Caldwel
corner,
in
tree
ey's
Office
gum
McChesn
's
in Ike Harper's line,
st of the the beginning, containing 50 J. W. Graham of Vista celebratNorthwe
and
North
to
and
feet
ce
14
rs,
referen
poles
15
particula
55W.
line
S.
his line
further
pointer, thence with Harper
y, and acres, more or less. Being the ed their 61st wedding anniverto the above mentioned near South to the beginning, sup- McChesney's and Martin's corner, City of Princeton, Kentuck
ng same land conveyed to Dr. W. P. sary upon the farm where they
belongi
f-way
rights-o
line,
certain
s
Martin'
with
posed to contain one-half of an same course,
were married, where their 10
vely
collecti
ing
compris
Morse by John Dotson and wife,
in
thereto,
stone
prowill
a
to
so much thereof as
acre, more or less. Being the same 14 poles 11 1-2 feet
children were born, and where
1924,
as
ted
31st,
July,
designa
and
dated
known
deed
is
by
what
W.
1-2
mately
27
the sum of approxi
land conveyed to Dr. W. P. Martin's line, thence N.
they still live.
thence he "Lake Rabbit Property", more and recorded in Deed Book No.
W. the amount so ordered Morse by J. N Etheridge and wife 21 3-4 poles to a stake,
deoffice.
and
said
bounded
551,
arly
page
63,
G.
particul
made. The purchaser will by deed dated October, 12, 1921, 65 E. 8 1-4 poles to a stake, W.
as follows:
SEVENTH TRACT: Beginning
aired to give bond with and recorded in Deed Book No. C. Morse's original corner, thence scribed
FIRST TRACT: Beginning at a at a double white oak, corner to
personal security for the 49, page 498, Caldwell County with line N. 22 E. to the beginblack oak, on the original Dr. W. P. Morse, thence N. 8 1-4
at of the purchase money, Court Clerk's Office.
ning, containing 20 acres more large
, thence N. 33 W. 81 poles E. 29 poles to a stone, another
corners
tracts
two
same
Commis
the
Master
le to the.
Or so much thereof as will pro- or less. Being
oak, thence N. 11 W. corner to Morse, thence S. 71 E.
black
a
P.
to
W.
Dr.
to
ind
cent
bearing Six per
duce the sum of approximately of land conveye
a stake, thence N. 88 17 1-4 poles to a stone, double
to
poles
al
31
et
ney,
McChes
hayB.
from date until paid.
$6200.00, the amount so ordered Morse by A.
poles to a stone near the post oak pointer, thence S. 8 W.
the effect of a Judgment or to be made, The purchaser will by deed dated January, 9th, 1917, E. 51
10 E. 30 poles to a hick- 89 poles to a stone, corner to
in bond, on which execu- be required to give bond with and recorded in Deed Book No. gate, N.
76 E. 77 poles to a stone. Mrs. J. B. Lamb, N. 80 W. 34 poles
may issue at maturity, with good personal security for the 40, page 104, Caldwell County ory, N.
S. 11 W. 23 poles to a stone, S. 20 to a double elm, thence N. 45
reserved for the payment payment o: the purchase money, Court Clerk's Office.
to a stone, S. 38 W. 1 3-4 poles to a small walnut,
SEVENTH: A certain tract, W. 17 1-2 poles
. Said sale will be made payable to the Master Commis, W. 34 poles to a stone, S. 45 W. thence N. 10 E. 31 poles to a small
situated
land
of
parcel
or
ina credit of Six months.
cent
piece
sioner, bearing Six per
beginning, con- elm, corner to Morse, thence with
being on the waters of 59 poles to the
DR. B. L. KEENEY,
terest from date until paid, hav- lying and
acres, more or less. his line N. 74 E. 12 poles to a
48
taining
Tradeof
fork
Creek,
C.
C.
C.
on
^ Commissioner.
ing the effect of a Judgment or Donalds
tract of land double white oak, thence N. 38
in Caldwell County, Being the same
ey R. W. Lisanby.
!Replevin bond, on which execu- water River
P. Morse and 1-2 E. 13 1-2 poles to a hickory,
W.
Dr.
to
d
conveye
d
bounde
and
Mon, Ky.. July, 24th, 1940 tion may issue at maturity, with Kentucky, known
by John Dotson and thence N. 26 E 12 poles to the
Jones
W.
G.
a lien reserved for the payment as follows:
13 3-4
oak, wife by deed dated July 28th, beginning, containing
Beginning at -a white
thereof. Said sale will be made
poles to a 1923, recorded in Dede Book No. acres, more or less. Being the
8
E.
1-2
1
S.
.
thence
months
Six
on a credit of
l County same land conveyed to Dr. W. P.
Farmersville road, 51, page 534, in Caldwel
FOURTH: Two certain tracts, stone in the
Se of Kentucky, Caldwell
Morse by Alvia Dotson, et al, by
S. 33 W. Court Clerk's Office.
road
said
with
.
situated
running
land
pieces or parcels of
SECOND TRAM': Beginning deed dated August, 15th, 1931,
S.
Circuit Court
thence
stone,
a
to
poles
of
2-3
44
lying and being in the Village
lands of L. C. recorded in Deed Book No 63.
FIRST NATIONAL
poles to a stone in on a stone in the
Farmersville, Caldwell County, 4 E. 26 1-2
running thence S. 86 E. page 165, said office.
OF PRINCETON
Hobby,
poles
4
W.
69
N.
thence
bounded as fol- said road,
Plantiff Kentucky, and
W. 461 feet to a stone, thence N.
TRACT ELEVEN: A certain
'TUCKY
to a white oak, thence. S. 14
lows: to-wit:
69 1141-2E. 166 feet to a stone, tract, piece or parcel of land lyN.
thence
-stone,
to a
at-a
ing
-poles
.43
Begintr
111,ACT:
'
to
Tfeet
—RS"
Ft
W. P. MORSE ,ET
ing and being in Ca.dwell Counstone, thence thence N, 42 1-2 W. 144
a cherry tree W. 44 1-4 poles to a
corner to the ty, Kentucky, on the wales.; of
Defendant stone opposite
poles to a stone in a a large black oak,
50
E.
P.
20
N.
W.
of
lands
the
thence Caney Creek and bounded as
standing on
IN EQUITY
original survey, lands of Morse and Jones,
in a northerly line of Dodd's
feet follows:
virtue of a judgment of Morse, running
poles to an with their lands N. 7 W. 491
1-2
67
E.
same
B
with
A.
to
1-2 poles
Beginning at a stake in G. W.
Caldwell Circuit Court rend- direction 26
N. 83 E. to a stone, corner to the lands of
thence
branch.
a
on
thence
elm
stone,
in the above entitled cause McChesney's line, a
ng, con- L. C. Hobby, thence with his line Jone's line, N. 74 E. 29 poles to a
beginni
the
to
poles
poles
61
n 47
feet to the beginning, sycamore on Creek, corner to the
the June Term. 1940, the un- in a Western directio
acres and 96 rods, S. 31 W. 778
in Moore line, thence tainino, 42
ing 3.71 acres, more or less. 1 lands of A. H. Blackburn, thende
contain
same
gned will on Third Monday, to a stone
the
Bring
less.
direction 14 poles more or
conveyed to same course continued 104 1-2 in
19th day of August, 1940, in a Southern
conveyed to Dr. W. Being the same land
Morse's line, Moore tract of land
P. Morse and G. W. Jones all to a stake in center of road
W.
Dr.
by
g County Court day betw8en to a stone in
l
Cantrel
Wilson
corner, thence in an P. Morse by
deed opposite a stone set on South
1922 and by J. A. Stegar and wife by
hours of 10 a.m., and 3 p.m., and Morse's
poles to a deed dated March 6th,
1921, and record- bank of same, thence S. 18 1-2 E.
8th,
April,
the Court House door in eastern direction 47
50,
(sated
No.
Book
Deed
ng. Martin's and recorded in
Court ed in Deed Book No. 54, page 8, 120 poles to a stone on a ditch,
eton, Ky.. proceed to expose stone,the beginni
containing 6 page 110. Caldwr.11 County
said office.
Public sale to the highest bid- Morse's corner,
iiiiminammuntinnimunimmummumnionimiummummuntrm[imului
Clerk's Office.
mummmonommuunummumutiminnommiiminimmiminiiiiiiiiiimmaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
acres, more or less.
THIRD TRACT: A certain witiminimm
the following property:
certain lot or piece
A
H:
EIGHT
at
ng
Beginni
of land in
SECOND TRACT:
T: A tract of land lying
and lying in the tract, piece or parcel
public road at the of land situatad
on the Caldwell County, Kentucky, about
Caldwell County, Kentucky, a stone on the
ville
Farmers
of
a
village
opposite
City Limits
the waters of Donaldson mouth of a drean
on Creek, in 1 mlle North of the
Eastwardly 26 1-2 waters of Donalds
of Princeton, adjoining the lands
and
ky
fork of Tradewater River, bridge, running
Kentuc
County,
l
W. G. C. Caldwel
South side
wn and bounded as follows: poles to a stone in
bounded as fol- of R. C. Crow on the
in a northern is known and
and running parallel with said
fling at a stone near Don- Morse's line, thence
a stone, W. lows:
line 986 feet to a stone ln
n School House, thence with direction 36 poles to
Beginning at a stone, W. P. Crow's
Moore's corner
thence 8. 86 E. to a stone
line,
4
his
W.
r's line S. 32 E. 31 3-4 poles G. C. Morse's and
S.
thence
thence down Morse's corner,
road,
of
Hobby's line, corner to
C.
side
L.
in
on
corner,
25
E.
40
stone, thence N.
apparently in better health
direction, poles to S. B. Deboe's
I wish to announce to the public that, being
of J. A. Steger, and Dr.
a
lands
to
the
poles
to a stone, thence N. 47 W. said road, in a Western
6
Insurance for the
thence in a thence with his line
I have actively resumed the placing of Life
Jones.
h.
stone,
W.
strengt
G.
and
a
and
to
Morse
poles
P.
s
W.
Martin'
20
ed for
Poles to a stone, N. 55 E. 15
and
ce Company, with which I have beta associat
1-2 poles stone in Morse's
feet
Insuran
Life
26
n
30
litan
be
directio
to
Metropo
is
n
roadway
Souther
This
to a stone, N. 30 W. 171
with Mar4 1-2 line, thence Northeast,
ing
contain
the
from
e
ng,
years.
distanc
beginni
38
whole
the
wide
in
to a black gum, N. 49 W. to the
7 poles to a stake
said
or less. Being the tin's line
McChesney's East line of the highway at
Poles to a stake in a sloo, acres, more
conveyed Mrs. M. J. and Elin
land
of
tracts
the Crow's corner to Steger, Morse
to
White and black gum point- same two
line,
Morse's
P.
forms in what is known as the
by L T. Mar- and W.
Being the same
The lines featured are all the regular
E. 70 W. 88 poles to a stone to Dr. W. P. Morse
containing 1-8 acre, and Jones' corner.
al, and corporate
deed dated beginning,
(right-of-way) conveyed to
ent, including contracts for special individu
land
Departm
land
y
3 C. Asher line near the Belle- tin, a widower, by
same
Ordinar
the
Being
1914, and re- more or less.
Accident & Health for the individual.
Morse and G. W. Jones
P.
and
t,
W.
Dr.
by
Acciden
Aiso
Morse
needs.
P.
road and with same S. 37 December, 25th,
W.
to Dr.
by deed
Book No. 38, page conveyed
dated De- by L. C. Hobby and wife
E. 2'7 poles, 8. 31 E. 99 poles corded in Deed
(Xqurt I... T. Martin by deed
1924, recorded
24th,
April,
dated
d
recorde
a black oak, corner to Church 180, Chldwell County
cember. 4th. 1909, and
No. 54, page 10,
und that assures effielerwl, is
and with a line of the same Clerk's Office.
No. 53, page 404, in in Deed Book
The 25 years experience makes a backgro
tract, piece in Deed Book
certain
office.
ng same with least boogie to
A
obtaini
proper
to
Clerk's
and
,
FIFTH:
55 E 29 poles to a black oak
Court
adapting the plan to the purpose
and be- Caldwell County
FOURTH TRACT: Beginning
r, thence S. 58 E. 28 poles or parcel of land lying
nt.
Applica
Office.
Kentucat a stake, corner to the lands of
lin elm, corner to same, S. 6 ing in Caldwell County,
NINTH: A certain piece or parME
West Fork
and Frank Wells, thence N. 70 W.
II Poles to the beginning, con- ky, on the waters of
lying
,
aituated
land,
feet
Creek and bounded cel of
. oft'
'
Ken- feet to a stake. S. 10 W. 500
County,
l
e 85 1-2 acres; less, how- of Donaldson
who wish to observe the beat. Mitres
Caldwel
in
being
,
I invite the patronage of those
to-wit:
to a stake near the Springs
that Part of the above de- as follows:
and described as follows:
their dependents and loved wawa
of
tucky
and
cornaffairs,
to
business
oak,
feet
540
their
white
W.
ves,
themsel
thence 8. 72
Beginning at a
bed land conveyed to Frank
Beginning at C.. E. Moore's
Staid
8. 70 W.
on.
Big Morse's and Jones' line.
r and S. J. Asher,. and a er of the original. survey,
Interview and Advice given free of obligati
corner in the turn of the
of
to
corner.
Is
wide
oak,
feet
40
Of land in the Mk-Chesney 8 poles to a white
with said road, in strip of land
thence
Road,
be
to
is
4
4
and
23 E.
a road,
etery lying on the Weed side the original survey, 8.
direction, about 120 be used for
thence 8. an Eastern
the general public.
by 30 feet, for burying pur- poles to a black gum,
in crook of road, kept open for
stone
a
to
yards
and
poplar
land (right-ofa
same
to
the
poles
n,'
Being
directio
40
for G. W. Jones and family; 45 E.
Northern
AGENT, FIDUCIARY
E. 44 poles thence in a
Dr. W. P. Morse
to
23
d
S.
conveye
way)
thence
to
.
about 310 yards
excepting a three acre tract hickory
Dotson
the ori- with said road
John
in
by
d
Jones
dogwoo
W.
0.
and
Can'eyed to E. C. Ray by deed to a double
Princeton, Ky.
E. Moore's and Wilson
dated June,
the survey, thence C
Phone ns
in a West-1 and wife by deed
April, 1, 1938 and recorded ginal line of
in
two trell's corner, thence
record
stake,
on
now
a
and
to
1924,
poles
Deed Book No. 8'7, page 331, N. 70 E. 60
direction, with said Cantrell's, 2nd,
14, said
hickory pointers. N.'ern
a stone, Deed Book No. M, page
"I'll County Court Clerk's ashes and
, line, about 120 yards to
popand
hickory
in office.
thence
tree,
cedar
lee Being the same tract of 120 poles to a
a
poplar. opposite
FIFTH TRACT: A certain strip
W. 60 Poles to a
direction and straight
ecnveyed to Dr. W. P. Morse lar, N. 35
Oak on a a southern
ground 40 fees wide across the
Spanish
of
contain
and
ng,
beginni
birch
A. B. McChesney and wife by
the
11111111141111{11,11111111MIIVIIIIIIIUMIIIIIIIIIIH
W. 65 poles' line to
75
of Frank W,•Ils and describ8.
lands
rock,
Bea
less.
or
of
more
dated March, 12, 1908, and Cliff
3-4 acres
elm, S. 28 E ing 7
and
oak
post
tded in Deed Book No, 29. to a
page 218, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's Office.
SECOND'. A certain lot, piece
or parcel of land situated, lying
Plantiff and being in the Village of Farmersville, Caldwell County, Ken-

Used Car
Bargains!
•

1940 Pontiac 2 doors
Good Condition WI
1939 Pontiac 4 doors
Good Condition $600
1938 Pontiac 2 doorsGood Condition $4'75
1936 Chevrolet Pickup-New Tires $285
1932Chevrolet Sedan$125
A Bargain
1930 Several Model A
Fords - Priced Right
1938 Buick 4 doors$500
1936 Pontiac Sedans$275
Going At
1936 Ford Pickup - A
Real Bargain at $100

O'HARA
Motor:Co.
Princeton, Ky.

FINAL

CLEARANCE

on our entire Stock of Ladies' Summer
Dresses
$10.95 Range
$6.50 & $7.95 Range
$3.95 & $4.95 Range

mmissioner's Sale

I

$2.95 Range
$1.95 Range

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$6.95
$4.95
$2.95
$1.95
$1.49

A Special Group of 100 Dresses on Sale
From $1.00 to $3.99

SAM RIVERTON'S

Fredonia, Ky.

Phone 13J

ANNOUNCEMENT!

B. G. HARRINGTON,

'sow

s ...esevaeldlar. •or

Page Eight

Classified Ads

Paddlefeet Break Record

W.G. McConnell New
Farm Bureau Head

75 Members Attend
Annual Meeting,
Hear Speakers

FOR RENT—Ist of month. House
located on East Main St. See
W. L. Davis —Marble & Grareg-tf-up.
nite Works.
FOR RENT-6-room house, modern, Cave. St. Eugene Young.
2t-pd.
.•
FOR RENTI—Modern home, corner, Brown and Franklin.
2t-pd.

koitinsky.

--•.„--•,--

copies of the
'Twice-A-Week Leader for
' Jthe 11—James Catlett.

VVArtED-Several

FOR RENT—Redecorated apartbath, gas, renent.
/
fi igeration,,gleeping porch.
•i • Also bedrbom; Luce! H. Kevil
927 1E. Market,
•
1' r
FOR RENT-4-Room house, modem convenience, on S. Jett; Jerson., See. H. M. Johnson,
2-t
510•5. JeffersOn.
s••

'1W) Attend First
Wedding in New
Courthouse Here

cen-

ter,

FINAL

's
Saab

Urging better care of Kentucky soil, Prof. George Roberts of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture,en
a new 'circular caleld "Save this
Soil and Improve It,", says
"there will never be effective
soil conservation until ail thoue
who use the land realiz,e and
fulfill their obligaticip to peels
the land on to he
g4ne6;tion unimpaired." 'the circular
deals with the prevention
erosion and teething, the denying of legumes; conservation of
manure enti•other farm by-products, and fate supplying of deficient mineral nut/lents to the
soil.

onty Talks
ciriftrici,, Stamm, Economist
Diffqmpf Adult Education,

By

AKIM

veleeity_gf Louisvifle

t$
ALL SUMMER MERCHANDIKIR
OF

Sale Of
Summer Pants

r

's .T4
-cui4

R4

LADIES'

Silk Hose
Full Fashioned 54 gauge.
Made here in Princeton.
Were 85c.—Sale Price—

SSC
te\I'L 1.00)

Gull Tonurnmej
SUITS
95
;Siul
lr
m e112

tans, blues, and

greens
LEE

Straw Hats
19s ro

MEN'S 50c

wean&
t the
'EVROI
;at it
gardles.

and
Stibits
The Kerry Knit Brand. Full
cut and well made. Most all
Prieie-av•
0011

15c

sk, "H
an (•1
lea all
Lost of
ern

i.o

‘.4

,ilanteen
S WIM
S UITS
25%
e) F F
'

MEN'S

Short
SOCKS
Rayon with Lisle toe and
heels. White with clock
stripes and pastels.—Sale
4
Price—

15c
DRESS'
'SHIRTS Broken lot of
Higher Priced
Shiite' —NOW
79c

Dick's Men Store
,

Continued from page one

Two A&P
Wrecked,

ursday, Augu

(By

eouel •
Increased industrial activity,
eoupleti with the huge national
defense program, has created an
klinost unbelievable demand for
skilled workers of all types.
And according to military and
navy experts, few are to be
found among the nation's unemployed.
During the depression thousands of skilled workers lost
their jobs and also their old
skills. Many industrial organizations had curtailed training
programs, and consequently few
young men were trained for positions needing skill and accuracy. As a result, the United
States now finds herself without a reserve of.skilled artisans.
Factories and machines may
be quickly overhauled and put
into production. But the training of skilled workers requires
considerable time. A man cannot become an expert pattern or
tool maker over night; years or
study and apprenticeship are
necessary.
One illustration of our inadequate training program may be
of interest. In 1935, when millions of our men were welkin,
:
the streets, a German tool make!' came to this country and immediately found employment in
one of our factories at a salary
of $200 a month.
,Creftstrien, are wanted, men
with the equivalent of a college
eduction est, their fields—men,
of skill, precision, and accuracy—tool, dye, and instrument
*orkersi. of all types.
a
'The'gevernment, through
trade end technical schools, the
Y. A., and other
agencies, is feverishly training
men to become skilled workers.
Industrial plants are reopening
their training schools to thousAnds of young men.'If our defense program is to go forward,
we must have these trained
workers.
age, men, and especially artisans, play an all-important role.

SUN FIELD

FLOUR
24

Plain
Pound
Bag

OUR OWN

COCOANUT

TEA

Angel Food
Bar Cakes

Packed in Libby 'Safe-edge'
Glass with Colored Coaster

58c

1/4.1b. glass

19c

Each

15C

Busines

Director
• r •
enINCETON 8TE
LAUNDRY
Phone 35
General Laundry Se
•
•
•
•
•
For Reis.
Pool
Flay
At
?ORGAN'S POOL
116 E. Main
'

•

•

•
•
BODENHAME
Cleaners and Tai
Phone Ill
•
•
•
.
•

•
•
•
.
HENRY'S CLE
"It's clean if we Cl
'hone 575, Jack He
•
•
. •
•

•

.

GLYNN McCO
Shoe Shop
Try our "No Mark
N. Harrison
•
•
•
.
— •
•
.

FOR REAL LOW PRIC

Urges Better Care
of Kentucky Soil

rhe'

SDM

Band Needs $576

Always A

BY BORROWING an idea from the frog, yomhful Bill Buerkle
has made Johnny Weissmuller look like a slow-moving turtle,
Buerkle strapped a couple of rubber "swim fins" to his feet,
dived into the Roman plunge at Del Monte, Calif., and swam 50
yards in 17.2 seconds. Weissmuller's record for the distance, set
at Columbus in 1922, is 22.8 seconds. The best Buerkle can do
normally is 23.1 Though called fins, the contraptions worn by
Buerkle actually are more analegous to web feet. They permit
the legs to give a powerful push. San Francisco A.A.U. swimming
officials were not much interested in Buerkle's "record".

When echos of the noon clay,
Scott Anderson of Boswell,
siren had faded away in the city
Id., who claims the stringand the last mortar board hur- saving championship, has colCaldnew
the
in
leid
aside
eiedly
lected 140 pounds of used twine
well county courthouse, still un- in 36 years.
der construction, County Judge
*••
A. F. Hanberry read the marlage vows for Rebert Lee Smith
Before she would accept a $5
and Alma Ernestine Hubbard in dole check, Mrs. Ann Tenho,
a setting of scaffold and scant- 70-year-old-widow of Nairn
ling in the future courtroom. A
Can., insisted on working
hundreds friends and WPA work- for three days with a pick and
men witnessed the event.
shovel gang.
Mrs. Smith is the daughter of
••
Princeton,
Hubbard,
Mrs. George
Blackbeard the pirate was a
and the bridegroom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith, former prominent denzen of the
Bahamas.
Princeton.

r

It's Tough Enough
Doing It In English
-CLEVELAND, 0. (iP)—Howard
lawyer,
Chin gave Harry Karr, a
asked
he
when
prob:em
a double
income tax
Karr to solve his
inarithmetic. Karr wanted more
formation to work on. He get .1
promptly—in Chinese characters.

Cent Store, Dr. C. H. Jaggers,
Loutsville,—As
Hollowell's Drug Store, Wylie & Great Atlantic
Penney
Company
C.
J.
Inc.,
eleeele
McClelland,
Co., Wood & McEleatrick, Getpit01 drivers hauling
Theatre, Mrs. 'Lillie F Murphy. henceforth we; 'ot
Woodall Ins. Co., Dawson Drug result of the
Co., Princeton Lender, Carl lug of two of ite
ed men near
was
William G. McConnell
Fredonia; C K. McNeeley, Route Sparks.
Caldwell
Crider, Other donations: Dique Eldred, urday.
E.
J.
8prings;
elected President of
Dawson
3,
Mc- 42; Marion Catlett, $1; Cerl BeesCounty Farm Bureau Saturday Route 1, Fredonia; Hewlett
Charles elaye
and ley, $5.
Princeton
election
1,
Route
Dowell,
July 27, at the annual
of Oakland,
Named
are
Officers
Prince2,
Route
Memorial
Homer Mitchell,
meeting at Ogden
Butler High School Band mem- repairing all nese
ton.
Methodist Church.
he
.
_
were Ben Kil- bers elected officers Monday although
speakers
were:
Guest
elected
Other officers
secretary of Ken- night, July 29, at the Eastside periment &IV
executive
Brown,
gore,
P.
Vice-President, M.
Bureau Federation, school, as follows: Elizabeth Wor- night. Aug. 1, fee
Route 1, Otter Pond; Secretary- tucky Farm
cooperation of rell, president; A. 0. Butler, vice- boys and tees
stressed
Williams
who
Treasurer-Reporter, Bob
farmers; W. 0. president; Jane Worrell, secre- from 12 count10
county
Caldwell
Route 3, Fredonia. Directors: L.
of Ken- tary and treasurer; Otis Wood, Bryant annowess
organizer
district
B. Yoefig, Route 3, Fredonia; Parr,
The recently
librarian; Arnold Barnes, asFederation,
Bureau
Farm
M. P. Brown, Route '1, Otter tucky
Annie D. McElroy, a sistant librarian; Bob Nuckols, Parents Club will
Mrs.
Freand
3,
Rotite
Koon,
J.
J.
Pond;
the Caldwell County property manager, and Don Mc- meeting at gee%
dente; William G. 'McConnell, director of
Caslin, business manager. All are day night, Aug. 5,
Bureau.
K.
Farm
Willis
Princeton;
Route 2,
drive to raise
members at- seniors.
75
Approximately
Princeton;
2,
Crawford, Route
The Band will give a concert to purchase nee
by
served
was
Dinner
tended.
5,'Fredonia;
Bob Williams, Rciute
Methodist Church. at the Western Kentucky Ex- men',.
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy,'Route 3, ladies of the

Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of bueiness firms
having regular advertising accounts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation front this
rule.

Ef

Thursday, A

Princeton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader,
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Peach
Luscious Hal
No.2 I
Can I

SHARP'S BARBER
and
Walker's Beauty
112 E. Main
•
•
•
•
•
•
.
DR. C .F. ENGLE
Chiropracto
X-Ray Servi
•
•
•
•
DEARING'
BARBER and BEA
Phone 21

••••

MEL-0-BIT

Beverages

CHEESE

B. N. LUS
Plumbing & H
Phone 64

dm
4 lb. loaf Sc Doughnuts
/
American or Brick A & P Bread soft twist 11
do
each 25c Dinner Rolls
Banana Layer Cake
lb.
2 loaf
Pure & 1-lb. I
pkg. a
Fresh
ARMOUR'S
quart 10c Vinegar Ann Page qt.
Pure Mustard
Calumet Baking Powder 1 lb can 17c Iona Salad dressingql

43c

TREET

.I

-c411---23c

Fresh EGGS
Serve Eggs
Every day

doz.

2

37C

OXYDOL
RINSO
Or

2

I

large
pkgs.

37c

P & G SOAP
.., Giant
a bars 10C

•
•
ROTHROCK'S
"A Good Place
Phone
•
•
•

2

Crackers

pkg.37

Super Suds
Laying Mash
Scratch Feed
Dairy Feed
Spick Shoe White

Matches
100-1b. $1.98 Buffalo 6 boxes
100-lb $1.75 Wax Paper 125ftero
Pt
100-1b. $1.45 Flit Insecticide
Starch
hos
bottle 10c Argo Gloss

MITCHELL
Plumbing &
Sheet Metal
Phone 25
•

•

lb. ioe

Sugar Cured Jowls,

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETAB
lb.
Bananas, golden ripe

•

•

•

•

LADD'S BARB
134 E. Mai
• Your Patronage

*
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

CHAS. J.
Insuran
"Realestate, bo
exchanged ev
Phone
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
KRINARD'S
'
Professional baki
and party
•
122 Ea,t
•
•

•

•

•
SPICKARD

• Red Comb F
'Remedies. Buy.
North
•
•
•
•
„

.

GUARANTEED QUALITY MEATS

•---*

•

21

Grape Jam

•

•

•

8 O'clock Coffee 3 lb.bag
Raleigh Cigarettes plus tax ctn. 1.19 A&P Grape Juice2pt?
Peanut Butter, sultana 2-lb jar 23c Stuffed Olives jar
Pound
jar
24
Evap. Milk whitehouse 6 tall cans 37c Roll Butter
13k0.
3
Aid
FlavorCream Cheese Wisconsin
lb. 19c
Pound 11
EXCELL
box A"
SODA
Potato Chips
1-b. 35c Pretzel Sticks lb.
Corn Flakes Sunnyfield 3-pkgs. 25c Heinz Ketchup 114
Blue"CPkg.oncentrated"

•

•

DR. W. D. R
Chiroprac
Free Children's
519 Hopkins

Marshmallows

All-Purpose Meat
12-oz.

•

•

Full
Yukon
Club al Qts.

•
E. J. HOG.'
• Sandwiches an
North Ii
e
.

10 lb. 1

All Good SliceClBacon 16.I8c

Cobbler Potatoes

Smoked Picnics

lb. 15c

Lemons, pure gold, doz.

11C

5 cars

Piton

Pure Pork Sausage

lb.

Green Corn

Prices Quoted Subject to caneA

FOOD

Due to Market

P

'ST

Fluiituatio

OR

•

•

•

—
More than 4
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To Doe Is Really Simple

Murray College To
Have New Dormitory

111
7
t Autat
Pithy
ere hanig.....
et:011i";
It of the
of two 011,
4
'
Men near
ay,

Swann Memorial
Building to Cost $45,000, Care for 100
PRINCETON STEAM
LAUNDRY
Phone 95
General Laundry Service
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Murray, July 31—Construct1on
o: the Warren S. Swann Memorial Dot mitory at Murray State

College has officially started, In
connection with the National
Play Pool For Relaxation • Youth Administration. The DorAt
mitory will be completed in apNORGAN'S POOL Room
proximately eight weeks for
116 E. Main
housing NYA resident project
•
•
members at Murray.
The dormitory, named for a
BODENHA3IER
former Murray College regent,
Tailors
and
Cleaners
will Include three divisions: a
Phone ill
central dining hall with added
office facilities and two identical wings for rooming quarters
connected with the dining hall
2. Allow your body to tip forward naturally
1. Stand at the edge of the plat!orm, toes
by a covered walkway.
and then begin to bring your hands out
slightly. Bend over as far as posextending
The dormitory will accomodate
away from your feet.
sible, keeping your knees straight
approximately 11)0 persons. It is
•
located in a wooded grove on the
northwestern portion of the campus.
GLYNN McCONNELL
The building will be of brick
Shoe Shop
veneer of the same color and deTry our "No Mark" Soles
sign as the other campus build- station has just been opened in
N. Harrison St.
•
•
•
.
•
ings. The above drawing is the,the postoffice builaing, Hopkinsconception derived by Harold! ville, to serve Christian, Caldwell,
West from Architect C. Tandy Crittenden, Hopkins, Trigg and
SHARP'S BARBER SHOP
Smith's original blueprints and Todd counties. The Navy Is enand
figure. The total cost will be deavoring to build up its personWalker's Beauty Salon
about $45,000.
nel to meet the new national de112 E. Main
fense program requirements and
the first quota for Kentucky is
•
•
•
•
•
80 men, A. Nelson, recruiting ofDR. C .F. ENGLEHARDT
ficer in charge at Hopkinsville
Chiropractor
SEATTLE (iP)—A cycle trip to announces.
X-Ray Service
Circle, Alaska, is the ambitious
vacation plan of nine pioneering members of the American
• Youth Hostel.
DEARING'S
The group left here by boat,
BER and BEAUTY SHOP •
Nancy Dee Lester, daughtzr of
• intending to disembark at ValPhone 21
Lester, Princedez, pedal !award Fairbank19. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
61 graduates of
t4e
among
is
ton,
north,
the
to
miles
so
500 or
• • •
•
Murray State College who will reand then go on to Circle. diplomas August 3.
B. N. LUSBY
Led by Charles McLean, 28, ceive their
been graduated by
Los Angeles, the other mem- Total to have
Plumbing & Heating
growing western
Phone 643
bers are Robert W. Armstrong, this rapidly
institution in its 17
Boston, and seven girls, Jean Kentucky
reach 1,502, with the
• Bodman, Wayne, Pa., Becky years will
•
•
•
commencement.
• Cregar, Radnor. Pa., Beth Duf- summer
DR. W. D. RAMAGE
• field, Summit, N. J., Clone RuSChiropractor
• sell, Merlin, Ore., Alice EmerFree Children's Clinic
striking
• son, Ellensburg, Wash., Maxine
1 The girl in the picture, 'recently spotlighted for a
519 Hopkinsville St.
Hollywood
.Bangs, lone, Wash., and Chris•
II • dramatic performance, was tested on arrival in
•
•
•
•
did?
who
not,
If
it?
get
she
Calif.
Did
tine Clark, Menlo Park,
for what famous fantasy picture?
The Leader errea in the week•
•
•
•
eight•
an
•
severed
recently
studio
his
and
star
What top-line
Front advertisement last
the best
Walter McNutt, World War ly Red
•
• year association? After what performance deemed
ROTHROCK'S CAFE
week in the matter o: No. 2 cans
for
candidate
a
career? And why?
is
who
his
of
aviator
•
Eat"
"A Good Place to
item
this
quoting
juice,
• governor of Arkansas, announc- of tomato
Phone 93
2 Name two famous radio "feuds" carried over into pictures
cents, instead of 5 cents, and
ed recently that he will descend at 4
0• starring the feudists.
for
correction
makes this
by parachute to fulfill speaking gladly
(a) New lead•
A Hollywood's crying needs at the moment are:
•
•
•
the benefit of the two local
cigar. (c) A novelty revoluengagements at three towns.
five-cent
good
A
(b)
men.
ing
•
-11.
.
(e) Greater
stores and their many customers
4••
MITCHELL BROS.
tion comparable to the talkies (d) More pretty girls.
no?
box-office returns from the domestic market. Yes or
Plumbing & Heating
DtAtilS _frOrcl_automobile acci_
has- an area some 2504.
Sleet Metal Workincreased the Hollywood population
mamas
stellar
dents are fewer In congested --Baal/
Two
C
square miles larger than
Phone 255W
recently. Who are they—and who are the papas?
areas than in those less densely 000
that of the United States.
populated.
Count 20 points Jor each question correctly answered. A
•

you
3. A slight push against the platform with the toes gets
out into the water. Then legs are pulled up, held firmly together and straight, hands out ahead as you hit the water
Coal mining accidents ac- Fugitive From
counted for 33 of the 39 indus- A Goldfish Bowl?
trial fatalities in West Virgin6
SANTA FE, N. M. (R) — -A
during June.
fisherman In the Jemes Spriest
country, reporting at a statiow
A mirage seen recently in the where forest rangers Inspect the
vicinity of the Thousand Islands catch, displayed one fish the
of Inca gold. Nothing like
was the nrst reported in the color
it had been caught in a New
area in it years.
Mexico mountain stream, the
rangers said.

2

Printed Dimity
VOILES
BATISTIES
Dotted Swisses .*
Belinda Flock Dots

score oj60 is good,80 excellent, and 90 or above colossal.

LADD'S BARBER SHOP
134 E. Main St.
Your Patronage Appreciated
.

•

•

CHAS. J. WHITE
Insurance
"Realestate, bought, sold,
exchanged everywhere"
Phone 97

Excursion
TAXI
at
Every Night and Sundays to Camp Meeting
KUTTAWA SPRINGS, BY.

AUG. 3rd. to AUG. 18th
Safe
Prices very Reasonable. Careful, Courteous

"
KRINARD'S BAKERY
rofe.sional baking, decorating.
•
and party cakes
122 Ea• t Main
•
.
•
.
•

•

•

•

•

SPICRARD FEED CO.
Red Comb Feeds-Pratt's •
Remedies. Buyers of Cream •
North Harrison
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
E. J. HOGAN'S CAFE
Sandwiches and Cold Drinks •
North Harrison
•
•
•
•

To Members of Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers' Association

Princeton, Kentucky
Saturday, August 10, 1940, 2 P. M.
and Advisory Committeemen
Tt Select Nominees for Director
For the Ensuing Year

Among Saturday's
Visitors to Princeton

terfeit bills generally are dull,
smudgy or unnaturally white.

Economic history of the BaFarmers ming'ing among Sat- hamas dates from a royal grant
urday's crowd in Princeton_
in 1629.
were: Ray Martin, Young Gresham, Eli Peters, Albert Coleman,
Willie Gallaher, Harry Wallace,
Hubert Stallins, Cheatam Morse,
George Martin, Jim Wallace Stallins, Claude Wood, Wylie Rogers,
Harold Smith, Shell Hunsaker,
&obey Boitnott, Charlie Parker.
Oscar Parker, Beckham Halle,
Lindsey Wells, Fred Nichols, Ed
Wyatt, Coy Davis, Pal Oldham,
Carl Strong, Fred Carter, Clarence Sisk, Walter Majors, Chas.
Oates, Urey Cook, Lawrence Ferguson, Collin Ladd, F. P. Pool,
Carlysle Fox, M. B. Ferguson, Carl
Gray, Guy Shoulders, Uel Stephens. Wilburn Crowe, Willie
French. Garnet Taylor, John
Miller, Lucian Robinson, Errunett
Word, Frank Hubbard, M. C.
Cartwright, John Haile, Owen
Crowder, Bennie Larkin.

THOMAS E. JOHNSCN,Secretary

B

More than 4,000 are objects
•nfiscated by Napoleon were retuned after his downfall tO
untries from which he had
ken them.
The war term "franc-tireur"
fers to a guerilla fighter withlegal standing under the
ws of war, liable to execution
capture.

have
an accident buy gooc
Automobile Insurance
Service Insurance
Agency
EFORE you

525

Phone

525

Prompt Service -:- Any Where
Any Time
Headquarters -:- C's Pool Room

in
We still have plenty of good styles and sizes
All
Men's and Women's high grade Summer Shoes.
to
formally sold up to $5 and $6.95. Now is your chance
save. Don't wait too long.

ThUriday,

Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

Women In The News

July Brings Weddings, Too

rg
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SONJA HENIE, the skating
queen, and Dan Topping,
wealthy New York sportsman, were married after he
courted her on an ice tour,
following her show by plane.

CAROLE LANDIS, 21, one of
Hollywood's newest stars,
eloped to Las Vegas, Mexico,
to become the bride of Willis
Hunt, Jr., 28. Her husband is
a yacht broker.

DONNA MARINA TORLONIA, daughter of Princess
Torlonia of New York, and
,the late Duke of Torlonia, was
married to Frank X. Shields,
Aormer No.1 U. S. tennis star.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE,the
British actress, and Richard
S. Aldrich, theatrical producer, were married at Dennis, Mass., where they're
working in summer stock.

nolo
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Gypsy Rose Lee starts her Strip Tease
at the New York World's Fair by tossing
off her belt.

But, unlike most strip-teasers, she
removes her inner garments first.
So next' she unfastens garters.

the inShe continues to work from
meanside out as she takes off lingerie,
while singing of history.

Her skirt is last
off. Miss Lee's show
"Streets of Paris."

After serving eight
Monument Unveiled to
clerk; Eldon Riley, sheriff; Elvis
police chief in Seward
Hero of Indian War
Sigler, Judge; Mrs. Edith Hobby,
fus Anderson turn
Judge.
Murray, (11')—A monument was badge and gun to the
Donaldson 4: Shellie Towery,
unveiled at Freeland's Mill Sun- ell, explaining: 1
of
clerk; Clyde Coleman, sheriff;
(By CLYDE TWISDALE
the speed limit causes one out
day in memory of Seaburn Gay, tired of standing ar
Strong, clerk; Buster (H. S.) Clifton Crenshaw, judge; Charlie
Kentucky Highway Patrol)
every three daeths; but speed who volunteered at 16 to fight nothing"
• Officers to preside over the 24 Ruffin shed,ff; H. adman, Howton, judge.
vast
a
is
highway
America's
too great for existing conditions in the Cherokee Indian war of
voting polls of Caldwell county judge; Mrs. R. L. Pepper, judge.
Bucksnort No. 1: Mrs. Clyde
Princeton No. 7: Irl Stevens, Clayton, clerk; David Stalling, stage on which is presented the causes nine out of every ten. 1836-37. Gay, one of the fighters
for the primary election, SaturWhen reprimanded
Hillyard, sheriff; sheriff; Finis Lamb, judge; Mil- longest and most lavish proces- Statistils show that non-fatal
day, Aug. 3, have been appoint- clerk; Earl
Tennessee be- log while his wife
for
e
responsibl
judge; Robert ton Ward, judge.
sion in history. It is a huge hip- injuries increased in 1939 by 64.ed by the election commission- Tommy Young,
coming known as the Volunteer witness stand, .loseph
Bucksnort No. 2: Clint Ladd, podrome with more man
ers, Sheriff ()rine Mitchell, chair- Young, judge.
600 over the previous year; and State, died in 1909 at 79.
Mack
Mrs.
8:
No.
Princeton
of
Floyd
sheriff;
scene
Creasey,
The
and
Billy
Chicago explained t
track.
clerk;
of
Morgan,
000
miles
man, L. E.
traffic acCliff, clerk; Ed Egbert, sheriff. Major Ladd, judge; Mrs. Opal the world's biggest parade: "An Saturday and Sunday
Five hundred persons attended "enjoying her lies."
Young, as follows:
percent
Mrs. Haile, judge.
incessant caravan without a be- cidents oontributec.. 19
Princeton No. I: Mrs. Harvey Pamelia Gordon. judge;
' the unveiling at the small Caland 21.6 percent, respective:y, of
Bucksnort No. 3: Mrs. MaY ginning or an end."
Satterfield, clerk; 0. C. Shell- Hillery Barnett, judge.
loway county titrrin on the TenDewey Comstock of
Ed- C000per, clerk; Eli Sisk, sheriff;
If some new plague or pesti- deaths from motor accidents.
man, sheriff; Flora Bell Boyd, Princeton No. 0: Helen
nessee berder.
Passenga parka
weatner
repairing
Roberts,
clear
Richard
clerk;
judge.
During
wards,
Tom Creekmur, judge; Jasper lence were to strike the United
judge; Mrs. W. M. Young,
of the
washer in th
States, sending more than 32, er cars are in 77.4 percent
of right-or-way was involved, found a
Princeton No. 2: Guy Black- sheriff; Edward Slayton, judge; Davis, judge.
st
Bucksnort No. 4: Mrs. Nellie 000 persons to their graves and fatal accidents and 86.7 percent were 13.5 percent and 11.6 per- and an attached
turn,clerk; Bill Coleman, sheriff; Burhl Givins, judge.
Princeton No. 10: Mrs. Will Colton, clerk; Tom Galloway, more than 1,000,000 ,others to of fatal accidents occur on dry cent were caused when drivers would enable :t to be
Tom Brown, judge; Marshall
Gal:agher, clerk; Herman Oliver, sheriff; Harley Tribble, judge; hospitals, a state of emergency pavement.
; and used again.
went off the road way.
Rogers, judge.
Vehicles in apparently good
would surely be declared. Yet, we
Princeton No. 3: Lucille Buc- sheriff; Paul Merrick. judge; Mrs. Spencer Orange, judge
Main reasons for increase of
When Mrs. Kate
Harmony No. 1: Merle Keller, sit idly by and watch 32,100 per- condition are in 93 percent of fatal accidents between 6 P. M.
hanan, clerk; Garfield Parish, V. E. Nuckols, judge.
makes 1
sheriff; S. .J. Cantrell, Judge; Princeton No, 11: Mrs. Marvin clerk; G. L. Chambers, sheriff; sons killed and 1,210,200 persons tively, of fatal accidents.
and 6 A. M. are :owered visibili- Butler, Pa..
Satterfield, clerk; Chester Haw- H. L. Ladd, judge; Earl Wood, injured in accidents that occur
Driving on wrong side of a road ty, more drunken driving, walk-1 Ls not only homGeorge Hubbard, judge.
home-grown. She has
on streets and highways o! this and wreckless driving figured in ing and fatigue.
Princeton No. 4: Sam Ratliff, kins sheriff; Tom Gore, judge; judge.
dining
Harmony No. 2: Mrs. Eula Ste- country and, apparently, are 14.6 pendent and 14.7, respecclerk; James Tandy, sheriff; Ed-, R. F. Crocker, judge.
In view of the apProaalhing 'tree in her
No. 1: Charlie ger, clerk; Elizah Lamb, sheriff; doing little about it.
Donaldson
tively of fatal accidents.
win Lamb, judge; E. Z. Lewis,
"Tobacco Festival", when' our
Brown,-clerk; - Bill Cruce. sheriff;-4. A. Mitchell, - Jr., Judge; Earl
Accidents tiireebly attributable streets and highways will be
"We represent the
Of every three automobile acPrinceton No. 5. Merle Hutch- Lester B. McChesney, judge; A. Hamontree, judge.
cidents last year two Involved to the failure of drivers to exer- crowded to capacity, motorists give until it hurts,"
Fredonia No. 1: Howard Stone, mistakes by drivers. Exceeding cise caution, when the question and pedestrians as well, should two men poking a
inson, clerk; Dixie Blalock, she- B. McChesney, judge.
J. A. Fah
Donaldson No. 2: Frank Sigler, clerk; Johnson Myers, sheriff;
riff; Lee Loyd, judge; Klon Pickuse every precaution, in helping'the ribs of
clerk; F. E. Sons, sheriff; H. E. Chester Tosh, judge; Mrs. Wilering, judge.
to lower our accident and death go.
Princeton No. 6: Mrs. Carl East, judge; Allie McConnell, son Glenn, judge.
rate, and make this community
judge. :
Rio Tin. pet dog
Fredonia. No. 2: Gwendolyn
one of safety rather than one
Donaldson No. 3: Champ Oates, Ordway. clerk; Charlie Wilson,
Mrs. Gretchee Aney
of tragedy, tears and funerals.
. was pre
sheriff; Roy Boister, judge; John
Remember this slogan of safe lervilre, Ili
the Co
Butts, judge.
ty: "slowdown at sundown, that vet medal by
5 :t years
Fredonia No. 3: Roy Harper.
we may have a brighter tomor- church for ,
tendance tit Sunday
clerk; Robert Roland, sheriff;
Most people want a laxative to do
row".
three things: (1) act punctually,
John Blackburn, judge; William
(2) act thoroughly, (3) act gently.
Hackney, judge.
'Here's one that usually fills all
1110M11H11111111111011ifisissimmtimssomm
sismswissimossin
three requirements when the easy
111111111111111111111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:111111111111111111
directions are followed. It's an allvegriable product whose principal
ingredient has medical recognition
as an "intestinal tonic-laxative."
That's the ingredient which enables BLACK - DRAUGHT to help
tone lazy bowel muscles. It is the
main reason for the satisfying relief from constipation that generally follows next morning when
BLACK -DRAUGHT is taken at
bedtime. The millions of packages
4••
used are proof_ of its merit.

Drive Safely

Officers for primary are Named
By Election Commissioners

Giant Refrigerator at Fair

SOA
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Vegetable Laxative
Has Important Points

SURE

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

Every Summer Dress

In Our Shop Is Greatly
Reduced In Price
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LINENS, WASH SILKS,
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Big Double Feature
so
%Vetoes% -eAlo‘e
Soot*
%CA
Charles Starrett
COI
Pioneers
you< OIOCNS p‘ol‘og 4104.
Sons Of The
"MULLETS FOR RUSTLERS" ‘o
loVa yoot
SO *its
Plus!
oteot
SO
oo
olooel.
Tony Martin
o "Wed'
'to
-"MUSIC IN MY HEART"
00%3s deoV‘op
Comedy—Serial
'
t*St
44e'to
)

OSA

Saturday

(0

'Merle Oberon--Pat O'Brien
Gedrge Brent
'TILL WE MEET AGAIN"

irne--Wed
as Art
Cher

zsers

THEATRE

Sun—Mon

Sidney Toler--Lynn Bari
'TAIT IN DARKNESS"
Caxtoon--Sertal—Comedy

Thu—Fri
The Hit of The Season
Raymond Massey
'"iNSIE LINCOLN
Cartoon -Comedy

IN ILLINonr

racy
And, of course, a cordial
your en
and careful attention to
tainment during your 5111Y llre

SHEERS, NETS, VOILES,

POWDER PUFF MUSLINS

MERE we see a young lady inspecting a giant gas refrigerator at the New York World's
Fair which might have been used
in Brobdirignag, the fantastic land
of giants in Gulliver's Travels.
. The young miss is Jane Crampton, of Meridian, Mississippi, who
recently won the imposing title
of "homemaker of the future" in
a nation-wide urban foods project
contest in which more than 8,000
high school students in 40 states
participated.
The pert little miss won as part
of her award a trip to the New
York World's Fair where the
huge refrigerator is on display.

W,M Crampton also won a trig
to .Washington, D. C., where she
was greeted by Senators and Representatives (torn her home state.
At the New York Fair she was
the guest of Fair officials and
sponsors of the gas industries exhibit group there known as "Gas
Wonderland."
The mammoth Servel Electrolux refrigerator shown above is
situated in the center of the gas
refrigeration display known as
the "Magic Caves of Ice" where
it holds the awed attention of the
thousands of visitors who daily
pass through "Gas Wonderland."

OUR MILLINERY HAS ALSO
BEEN REDUCED TO SELL.

MEADOWS
MOTOR CO.

For
4•

Telephone 100

United States Senator
CHARLES P. FARNSLICY (X)

SULA & ELIZA NALL

Democratic Primary, August 3.,
"Help Defend America by Giving Material Aid to the Allies
Now."

always, at the

THE

KENTUCK
HOTEL
most
Louisville's newest and
way-r
trally located home-a
weir
home, in Ktntuckv's
... Prices will conform to your I
se
of moderate charges for
rendeued.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

, August 1, 1940
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Rotary's District
Governor Visits
Princeton Club

Mules Like 'Ern Too

UNDER CDT OF BOW & ARROW to try your hand at that, set UP
0. L. "Mack" McElroy who is
tiny wooden ten-pins in regular
in educational work and
engaged
a
rubber
n,
take
formatio
By ADELAIDE KEER
bowling
Is a member of the Rotary Club
Associated Press Writer
ball that's been made fast to a
of Eminence, attended the meetGames are going to give you string and aim it at one of the
ing of the Rotary Club of Princemore fun this summer, if you tenpins. Hold to the saing
ton Tuesday, July 23, in his ofthough. If you knock the tenfollow the new play trend.
ficial capacity as Governor of
catch the ball on
this Rotary District.
Lots of people are playing them pins down and
the return, the point is yours
Mr. McElroy was elected Disto banish wartime blues. Lots of
If you fail to do either, you lose.
Governor at the 1940 Rottrict
others are fostering them—hosBat-trap-ball — a modern verary Convention in Havana Cuba,
tesses answering the summer sion of one o'cat—has other fans.
in June, and will serve until the
problem of entertaining guests on The base is a wooden shoe which
1941 Convention, at Denver, Colo.
play
To
trigger.
and
rainy Sundays has a tongue-like
weekends
The 5,000 Rotary Clubs of more
the
strike
shoe,
Most of the favorites are fairly set the ball on the
than 60 countries of the world.
the
as
inexpensive, can be played with- trigger with the bat and,
are grouped into 149 districts,
out u great deal of practice and ball flies into the air, clout it. If
the 181st, of which the Princeton
are set up easily on the lawn or your opponents catch the ball on
Club is a part, consisting of 39
the beach.
the fly, you're out.
clubs located in cities of Western
Here ore some of them.—nea
If you want your games a little
Kentucky, with a membership of
ones and older favosites—that more strenuous try Ewedish ring
approximately 1,400.
might answer some your own catch. Players are armed with
cues.
billiard
resemble
t
summer hostess problems.
sticks that
Mrs. Martha Neil of Memphis
One of the hottest contests at ners and losers in the mule doFirst choice seems to be a n2w One player has a rope ring on his
another of the owns a Bible printed by the
is
This
partment.
the
throw
to
him
it's
aerial
version of an old timer;
stick. Idea for
the Kentucky State Fair Sepem- many free attractions at the Cambridge University Press in
croquet. The course is laid out ring toward you and for you to
1675.
ber 9 to 14, will be between win- Kentucky State Fair.
spin
and
with three-foot high wire wickets catch it on your sword
that have a big ring in the top. it back to him so that he won't
than ever. This year It is someThe game is played with wooden be able to spear it.
balls and mal!ets that have been Modified Jai Alai
times played with a ba:1 of
shaped to give the ball a loft. You 1 There's a new version of jai clipped wool instead ol a shuttleYES—HE'S ALL PUFFED UP OVER
LOOK HOW
loft the ball up through the rings alai out now. It's not so fast and cock.
.
in the wickets, one after another furious as the famous .Cuban
FAT DADDY'S
WHAT HE SAVED AT THE ANNUAL
Amusement a little more fitted
on around the course, winding up game. But don't worry, it's fast
GOT ON HIS
the mood of Sunday luncheon
by sailing the ball into a suspend- enough to enable you to work up to
guests can be found in various
HOLIDAY!
ed net bag.
a good circulation before a dip
versions of darts, archery, horsescoops
wicker
It's played with
and
new
shoes and ring toss. A
Aerial Bowling
that are held by a handle instead
different treatment appears in
Another aerial game is a new of being attached to the hand.
many of them. One dart board is
Badminton is a bigger favorite
variation of bowing. If you want
designed to revolve while the
throw is being made, adding a little spice to the game. Horse-shoes
are rubber covered and stakes are
set in blocks so that they can be
used in the house or on the porch
without much noise.

IDSVMAleR

Wheat, Corn Prices
Advance at Chicago
Chicago,(IP)—Wheat and corn
prices took an upward course
Monday in a market governed
principally by weavner and grain
storage features of the government farm program with trade
activity throtled by suspense of
the European war.
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A great guaranteed value
goes on sale again at
these startling low prices!

GOODYEAR'S NEW

ALL-AMERICAN
TIRE
NOW ONLY
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All is not quiet along the Potomac.
The scene was never busier. There
are a thousand governmental questions, a thousand governmental
problems, a thousand governmental bills.
At the nerve center of this busy
national capital is The Associated
Press. It maintains the world's largest news staff devoted exclusively to
the coverage of governmental activities. Its trained men finger a thousand pulses to catch the country's
heartbeat. Traditionally impartial,
accurate and swift, these experienced newsmen daily report the
Washington governmental scene in
direct and simple language that all

4.75-19 of
5.00-19 SIZE

$685 $615
5.2.5-17 or
6.00-16
5.50-17 SIZE
SIZE
Cash prices with your old tire

* EASY-PAY TERMS *
USE

MARATHON TIRE
* Built to outperform tiros
sold by chain stores, and
other tires, in its price class.

BUY

2 BUY 4

AT THESE 1940
"LAST—CHANCE"
PRICES
NOW ONLY

599

4.75-19 or
5.00-19 SIZE

Gray and white printed silk for
a lady-:ike frock to wear to summer bridge parties and tnas. The
bertha collar and pleated ruffle
at the hem lend quaint charm.
Many members of the white
race are black, as in Ethiopia.

A. P. ANTISEPTIC
TEED FOR
IS GUARAN
foot

FADER

CREDIT

GOODYEAR'S FAMOUS

can understand.
Fourteen hundred newspapers—
members of The Associated Press—
rely on this great non-profit, cooperative news gathering association.
For complete coverage of Washington and the world read

E PRINCETON

YOUR

Athletee
Poi•on Oak
Rod Brea
Insect bites & stings
Mosquito Rites
Minor cuts & burns
Prevention of bolls
Adolescent bumps

Walkers Drug Store

Size
6.00-16
$ 8.95
5.25-17 or 5.50-17 8.90
6.25-16 or 6.50-16 1.1.1.0
5.25-18 or 5.50-18 8.15
Cosh prices with your old tlro
OTHER SIZES
PRICED IN PROPORTION
Whit* sid•walls slightly higher

Tiiii
..1114aVALVE

Every Goodyear Tire
carries a written
LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
Tlelizstake good orli
Wide

Thursday, August

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Dodgers Believe in A Literal Fight For The Pennan
VP) Feature Service
-The pennant light"' apparently means just that to Brooklyn's
Dodgers. Leo Durocher's lads In
recent weeks have been mixed up
In more exhibitions of fistruffs
than a heavyweight contender
en a tank-town tour. The Cincinnati Reds, Chicago Cubt, and
St. Louis Cardinals have been
among their opponents. Thesi
pictures shows the rteps in sucl
rquabbles.

bottom, crashed into Pete Coscarart, Dodgers sec1. THE "INCIDENT': When Lin as Frey, on the
to pummel the fallen Cincinnati Red. Pee
proceeded
and
..piked
was
he
ond baseman, Pete said
Wee Reese here is trying to hold Coscarart off.

"Incident" at this stage of
2. THE CALL TO ARMS: Almost any
both teams into the battle
from
players
the race is apt to bring
This is the Chicago fracas.

South America by air is not only
the story of dogged determination in the face of great difficulties, but also a tribute to the
men who created America's
huge metal planes, the motors
that shoot them 200 'miles an
hour through the air, and the
flying aids which guide their
By JOHN SELBY
crews.
There are many lines which
("Wings over the Americas."
create sharp pictures in "Wings
by Alice Rogers Hager — MacOver the Americas." "When we
millan: $2.50)•
reached Moron," Mrs. Hager
It might seems curious that
writes, "our silver Douglas was
the story of the inter-continenwaiting for us with a full moon
tal airlines of this hemisphere
on her shoulder." But also there
should be told by a woman. But
only is a sense of the skilled reporter
Louisville, July 31—When a Alice Rogers Hager is not
at work in the organization of
newspaper woman and a
a
Kentucky mule and a Missouri
'the material, which adds up to
world traveler — she is an aviamule meet in competition at the tor and so is her famly. Her the first authoritative review of
Kentucky State Fair, fireworks daughter is a recently licensed South American flying since the
year 1928 when a tiny airline
begin to sizzzle. These long-eared pilot, and a few months ago her
between Key West and Havana
refugees from a labor battallion first passenger was her mother.
Mrs. Hager is also a roman- became the seed from which
possess more glamour than a
have grown, like vines, the long
dozen Hollywood beauties, and ticist, and her "Wings Over the
airlines over the Andes and the
indications are this will be one Americas" is written losing the
pampas of the land to the South.
of the hardest departments in historical perspective needed,
the entire Fair to judge this year, and without omitting the detail which gives her story its They're Connoisseurs
Manager Jewell said.
The keen and sparkling rivalry authenticity. It should be added
BOULDER, Colo. (IP)—Thieves
shown by owners who bring only also that she has not forgotten
their best stock to the Kentucky the defense aspect of the sub- Who have broken into the same
liquor store three times are disFair is the reason for this accord- ject.
Her book comes at a time criminating. The proprietor reing to Mr. Jewell, and all animals
have to be better even than No. when the public is re-discover- ported that each time they stole
1 to get by during till?, State Fair, ing the airplane. It was only only one brand of whiskey and
which will be open from Septem- two years ago this fall that a molested no other brands. It
man in New Aork telephched was the dostliest kind in the
ber 7th through the 14th.
More than 1,500 good American an air:ine office for a' seat to store.
dollars will be "passed out to Heston. The notorius New EngThe ION inecime of !Iowa
owners or whiners in thls de- land hurricane just had struck
pt...4....,ent and the struggle for and rail and motor traffic was farmers from farm products was
this money will be hot and heavy. for the moment non-existant. $626,748,000.
"Shall I bring my own blankThe world's greatest saddle
Lower layers of rock in the
horse show will run the entire et?" he asked.
"Blanket?" the agent repeat- Bahamas can be sawed out for
'week and Grand Circuit racing
building material. Later it harwill be held four days, Tuesday, ed.
"Yes, to put around me in the dens.
IVednesday, Thursday and Fricockpit."
day.
The agent had to explain that
ppening night, Saturday, Sept.
7, there will be a nationally howadays airliners are built
known variety show with radio with heated and spacious cabins
tats and circus acts giving a — that the open cockpit era had
two -and-a-half hour perform- been over 15 years.
Mrs. Hager's book shows what
ance and Sunday, Sept. 8, there
will be a huge dahlia show and transport planes are like, and
an all-day dog show. The Midway that they are flown and managalso will be open and grandstand ed like ships at sea. It is eviattractions will be in full swing. dent, too, that the conquest of

Mule Contests
At State Fair
Tops In Nation

Literary I
Guidepost

Saddle Horse Championship, Grand Circuit Racing to be
'Outstanding Events

3 ANY MAN'S LAND: Here's the inevitable free-for
melees (this one featured the Cards) produce se
Minor tines sometimes are Ins posed.

Graham told how benefits to the EDDY CREEK
farm were also benefits to the
community and ended by telling
Eddy Creek biome
us that the ultimate goal of this their regular
meetm
Friday, Aug. 2, 2:30 o'clock, program is to increase the net home of Mrs. Wy
which
to
farm
the
of
earnings
Cobb Club, Mrs. J. E. Keys, Sr.,
will form a higher standard of Thursday afternoon.
hostess.
ion Brown, club dial
Saturday, Aug. 3, 2:30 o'clock, living.
There being no old business, the meeting to order
executive committee. Place to be
the election of officers took place. duced Mr. J. F. Or
announced.
Mrs. John Akridge was elected agent, who gave an
president; Mrs. John Rice, vice- talk on the Agricull.
FREIDONIA
president; Mrs. Grace Lloyd, se- vation Program.
The following off'
The proMr&; Smith Lowry and Mrs. cretary and treasurer.
follows: Home e:ected: President,
John Terry were hostesses to the ject leaders are as
Homemakers' Club management leaders, Mrs. Willi- Lester; vice-presiden
Fredonia
Story, secretary-tr
Wednesday. July 24, at the home am Young and Mrs. L. C. Foley;
of Mrs. Lowry. Eleven members clothing leaders, Mrs. Chas. Wil- Boyd Satterfield;
son and Mrs. Ray Blackburn; ment leaders, Mrs.
and one visitor were present.
the and, Mrs. J. C. Ore
The meeting opened with a Mrs. John Akridge is to give
leaders, Mrs. Cook
very interesting talk by Mr. John follow-up lesson on foods.
Places for meeting during the Mrs. Wylie Brown,
Graham on the "Farm ConservaMrs. Boyd Satterfie
tion Program". In his talk, Mr. coming year were selected with
some of the months being left D. W. Satterfield.
The hostess, an
open for the absent members.
palm. Gripping pressure is emMiss Scrugham passed around Charles Lester. se
phasized by the two smallest cards from which the members ments to Mesdames
fingers. The left is the holding could select preferred Woks from ver. J. C. Greshaf
hand and pressure is constant the Homemakers' Library.
W. L. Story. Bu:.
throughout the swing. The left
The meeting adjourned to meet W. Satterfie:d. S
insteadying
serves
as a
thumb
with Mrs. John Akridge at. 3:00 Charles Lester. J. I.
fluence. The thumb is no tfully o'clock Aug. 28 for the annual est Cayce, Marion
extended, it is slightly buckled. picnic.
Brown, Edna Glover
To place the right hand,'extend
The members present were: Nancy Scrugham.
the fingers with the hand parallel Mrs. John Akridge, Mrs. J. Dan
with the face of the club—visu- Bugg,
A burg:ar wl.
Mrs. L. C. Fo:ey, Mrs.
The grip is the key to sound alize hitting the ball with the
Smith Lowry, Mrs John Terry, of clothing fr,..
golf. The hands, as the sensi- right palm. When the hand is
Mrs. Tom Grubbs, Miss Imogene Miss Zoe Holl:d
tive link between the clubhead closed the club is gripped almost
Wiggington, Mrs. John Rice, Mrs. City cooked hr::
and the body, give you the feel- entirely in the fingers with the
William Young and Mrs. Mitchell her kitchen am:
ing cif the clubhead. Golf is thumb lying toward the left. side
unwashed.
Lowery.
largely a game in making the. of the shaft. Greatest gripping
minor adjustments in tinning pressure is applied with the first ldiREPAIMMiraTRISIEFJEISISAF6181ESIVIEMERMISSMESESSEinl=
that are almost constantly nec- and third fingers, with the
cessary. The near standardized thumb steadying the club. The
grip is the combination palm and V's formed by the thumb and
finger left hand position with the first finger of each hand point to
hand over the shaft so that two the right shoulder., It will be
or three knuckles are visible. The helpful to have a professional
shaft Iles diagonally across the check your grip.

HOMEMAKERS'
SCHEDULE

Grip is Key to
Good Golf

Here's Refrigerator Luxury at Low
..the NEWESTr

FRIGIDAI
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Noble J.
Gregory
A Personal Word to the People of the First District:
As every individual knows, a grave emergency threatening
the peace and security of the American people has kept Congress in session and the adjournment date is yet uncertain.
and
I am not unmindful that the primary date Is very near
I would like very much to be at home looking after my
political interests but I feel that the DEFENSE OF OUR
COUNTRY IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE POLITICAL FUTURE OF ANY INDIVIDUAL therefore I shall
remain at my post of duty as long as I am needed. I am
humbly grateful for the co-operation you are giving me and
have always given me during my service as your Representative in Congress. May ,I earnestly solicit yor continued
confidence and support in the primary August 3rd?
NOBLE J. GREGORY.
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If millions of Amreican families stand up and cheer for air conditioned
ice refrigeration—there must be reason. It may be the beauty and style

cabinet
Newest 1940 so

of the new ice refrigerators, or the trouble-free principal of operation, or
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the faithful iced-air-conditioned cold, or the.economy of ice. Possibly the
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low original cost and the utilitarian shelf arrangement are the basic reasons
for the all-American swing to ice. At any rate, more than 12.000,000 Americans can't be wrong in their partiality for ice—nature's own method of refrigeration.

Soo Another Greet impair. I
Lamm price 6c,.. h. Prigodeue ever offered
Model SV1-6
has
Miffit-114isersodother femme Prisidaine features. S
Term ea ãt yea. Only

See The 1940
Ice Refrigerators

1125°

Citizens Ice Company
Incorporated
Princeton,Ky.

Phone 362
041011•011%114,00~4
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'SEE OUR PROOF-OF-VALUE DEMONSTRATION.

McConnell Electric
Phone 536

Princet00,

